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Harshman residents suffering peer harrassment
by Judy Roach
reporter

A complaint of apparent harassment involving four Chapman
Hall residents is currently under investigation, William Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, said
Thursday.
Bess said the investigation began
Oct. 6. when a complaint was registered by a Chapman Hall staff member. The complaint concerned
apparent "criminal mischief and
threats against the women," Bess

added.
According to freshman Karen Cecora, the harassment has been directed toward four women on the
floor. Cecora, who is a resident on
second floor Chapman where the incidents have occured, said the incidents
started the first week of classes with
chewing gum on the door knobs of two
rooms.
The apparent harassment later included threatening notes left in the
rooms of the four women and telephone harassment, Cecora said.
Other types of apparent ha-

rassment involved destruction of
property. On Oct. 11, shampoo and
lotion were splashed over the women's desks and bookshelves in their
rooms. "Tonight you die" was
scrawled across the back wall in one
room, another Chapman resident
said.
"THIS IS NOT a typical case. The
extent and length of time makes it
unique," Bess said.
He added that Campus Safety and
Security has several suspects in the
case and that real progress is being

made in the investigation.
"It is now a matter of a process of
elimination," Bess said.
Bess would not comment on how
that process would work. He added
that he expected the case to be solved
in several days.
According to Bess, psychologists
have been consulted in the case. However, he refused to comment on any
details.
"Specific details regarding the case
should be kept confidential in order
not to jeopardize the case," Bess said.
After the Oct. 11 incident where the

women's rooms were vandalized, a
24-hour guard was posted in the hallway, Cecora said.
when asked who posted the guard in
the hallway, Bess said, "We didn't,
but we weren't against it."
The morning after the guard was
posted, "Get rid of him, or we will,
along with you guys," was written on
the wall of the fourth bathroom stall
in toothpaste.
Since then, "there really hasn't
been anything happening," Cecora
said.
THE GUARD was removed

Wednesday, Oct.20. and "Things have
been pretty quiet," Cecora added.
Margie Potapchuck, Chapman Hall
manager, refused to comment on any
aspects of the case.
According to Katrina Kramer, a
junior speech and hearing major and
resident of second floor Chapman,
doors were rarely locked and often
left open before these apparent harrassment incidents began.
"Our side of the hall, on the whole,
is falling apart," she said. "There is
too much suspicion and the trust is
being blown away."

tells Arabs
to take peace initiative
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan will tell Arab leaders that the
road to peace in the Middle East
requires them to "come out of the
closet" and openly recognize Israel, a
senior State Department official said
yesterday.
Briefing reporters on a visit by a
six-nation delegation from the Arab
League, the official said there are
some "constructive elements" in an
Arab peace plan adopted last month
at Fez. Morocco.
But he also said it is essential that
moderate Arab nations, especially
Saudi Arabia, give Jordan a mandate
to negotiate with Israel on behalf of
Palestinians in the Israeli-occupied
West Bank and Gaza Strip. He said he
thinks King Hussein of Jordan would
negotiate if he has Arab backing.
The Arab League delegation is
headed by Morocco's King Hassan
and includes the foreign ministers of
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Algeria, Syria
and Tunisia. A representative of the
Palestine Liberation Organization is
attached to the group, but will not be
received here, U.S. officials said.
THE DELEGATION wants to explain the Arab plan to Reagan in a
meeting at the White House on Friday. Reagan also will lobby for his
own peace initiative, unveiled Sept. 1.
The senior official, who talked to

Lebanese
president
visits Pope
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
John Paul II warmly embraced
President Amin Gemayel of Lebanon at a Vatican audience yesterday and endorsed the president's
call for withdrawing all foreign
troops from war-ravaged Lebanon.
Despite tight security, Gemayel
was treated to an elaborate welcome usually reserved for official
visits, complete with a review of
Swiss guards assigned to the Vatican. The Vatican called the visit
private.
Italian authorities deployed helicopters and riot police for Gemayel's arrival a day after terrorists
bombed the Lebanese Embassy in
Rome. He traveled by military
helicopter from one meeting place
to another, using a bulletproof limousine only for short distances.
Gemayel was on the last stop of a
tour that took him to the United
States and France in search of
political support for the withdrawal of Israeli, Syrian and Palestinian forces that made Lebanon a
battleground this summer.
Specifically, the president wants
a tenfold increase in the 3,800-man
multi-national peacekeeping force
in Beirut that includes U.S. Marines, French and Italian soldiers.
He also is asking for $12 billion in
long-term economic assistance.
THE PEACEKEEPING FORCE
moved into Beirut at Lebanon's
request last month after the
slaughter of hundreds of Palestinians in refugee camps and the
assassination of Gemayel's
brother, President-elect Bashlr
Gemayel. It includes 1,200 U.S.
Marines. 1,600 French troops and
1,000 Italian soldiers.
Foreign Minister Emilio Colombo confirmed Gemayel formally asked the Italian
government to beef up Its contingent in Beirut. Colombo said Italy
will study the request.
On the first day of his overnight
visit, Gemayel also conferred with
President Sandro Pertini, Premier
Giovanni Spadolini and visited the
U.N. Food and Agriculture Organisee QEMAYAL page 4

reporters on the understanding he
would not be identified, said the purpose of the visit is to exchange views
and "restore momentum" to the
search for a lasting Arab-Israeli
peace. "We do not expect a dramatic
breakthrough, but rather a thoughtful
discussion," he said.
Israel has rejected both the U.S..
and Arab approaches, but the Reagan
administration still hopes it can convince Prime Minister Menachem Begin's government to join a new round
of peace negotiations with Jordan.
Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak
Shamir conferred here yesterday
with Secretary of State George Shultz,
primarily on Lebanon.
The senior official said the constructive elements in the Arab plan
"involve the mention of Israel ana the
suggestion ... of a willingness to
recognize and live in peace with Israel.
HE SAD) the Fez proposals represent the Arabs' concept "of a.
framework for peace."
But he said Reagan will seek clarifications on the exact meaning of the
Arab plan, particularly a provision
calling on the United Nations to guarantee peace "among all states of the
region," which has been interpreted
as indirect recognition of Israel.

BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo

Fiesta

Tha World Studant Association and the Latin Student Union sponsored Latin American Night at tha Student Services Forum
Wednesday night. The event included dancing, food and exhibits of Latin America. The World Student Association, which
represents students from 62 nations, sponsors various cultural activities throughout the year.

More cyanide Tylenol capsules reported
CHICAGO (AP) - Another bottle of
Extra-Strength Tylenol containing cyanide-laden capsules was found by
authorities checking bottles ordered
pulled from store shelves Oct. 2, Police Superintendent Richard Brzeczek
said Thursday.
He said the bottle was found in shelf
stock turned over to authorities by
Dominick's Finer Foods, a grocery
store within a mile of the Walgreen's
Drug Store where the seventh reported Tylenol-cyanide poisoning victim, Chicagoan Paula Prince,
purchased a 24-capsule bottle of the

painkiller.
Mayor Jane Byrne banned sales of
the best-selling over-the-counter pain
remedy at a news conference that was
called to announce that Chicago police had discovered the body of
Prince, 35, in her apartment on Oct. 1.
Byrne also requested that city merchants turn shell and stock supplies of
Tylenol into city authorities for testing.
Brzeczek said McNeil Consumer
Products Co., the manufacturer of
Tylenol, contracted witl) a laboratory
to test the stock turned over by store

Novelist:
Author explains modern style
by Chris Brush
reporter

Wearing a dark blue and white plaid
shirt with gray tweed pants, this grayhaired, gray-bearded man speaks articulately about novels and themes.
His expansive knowledge belies the
short number of years he has been
writing his own novels and short stories.
Donald Barthelme whose books
include "The Dead Father" "Snow
White" and "Unspeakable Practices,
Unnatural Acts, has only been penning works of art for about 20 years.
Butnis writing and style is nationallyrenowned by critics.

Barthelme said he has a post-modernist style but critics call his writing
surreal. They say it is "satiristic at
times, hilarious or depressing."
Barthelme was on campus this
week as part of the first Bowling
Green Literary Festival.
"I always wanted to be a writer
since I was a child," he said. "I read a
lot as a child," adding that his ambition started when he was 10.
Barthelme, 51, never started writing professionally until he was about
30 years old. At that time, he sent two
manuscripts to a publishing company
in New York City from his home in
Texas. Soon after, his work was published in The New Yorker magazine.
Barthelme also has had experience
in journalistic writing. He worked for
the "Houston Post" for two years as a
reporter, and later joined its editorial
staff. He is also former managing
editor of "Location," a New York
magazine.
Barthelme wrote for an Army newspaper for two years while he was
stationed at Fort Polk, Japan, in 1953
during the Korean War.
In high school he was the literary
and features reporter for the newspaper and associate editor of the literary magazine.
"I was bom in Philadelphia, but I
grew up in Houston," he said, adding
that his father is an architect from
Texas.
"I have lived in New York for
several years now," he said. "Everyone is poor in New York City."

owners.
HE SAID the discovery of the latest
contaminated capsules was made at
that lab Thursday.
Brzeczek also called "significant"
the fact that the lot number on the
newly discovered contaminated bottle
- MC2880 - was the same batch that
was found to have been taken by four
of the other victims. All four people
were residents of Chicago suburbs.
Meanwhile, police and FBI agents
in New York City said yesterday they
were working on the assumption that
cized Wednesday, some with leads

James Lewis, wanted for questioning
in the Tylenol killings, and his wife,
Leann, were still in the city and
continued their search.
The Lewises checked out of the
Rutledge Hotel on Saturday, where
they had been living in a $95-per-week
room since Sept. 6. The seven people
who swallowed poisoned Tylenol capsules died between Sept. 29 and Oct. 1.
"If he's in New York, we expect to
get him, no question," said Capt.
Eugene Burke.
ABOUT SO calls have been logged at
two New York hotline numbers publi-

that had to be followed up, but no
"hot" clues, Burke said.
It was a photo of the bearded Lewis,
wanted on a federal warrant for trying to extort $1 million from McNeil
Consumer Products that led a hotel
resident to call police this week.
After interviewing residents at the
old hotel on Lexington Avenue and
checking fingerprints found there, the
FBI determined the couple had
stayed at the hotel, under the alias
Richardson, from Sept. 6 to Oct. 16.
FBI officials have emphasized that
Lewis was not a suspect in the deaths

Area unemployment high but less than state average
Editor's Note: This story is the last In Allman expects an increase in the
a three-part series dealing with Bowl- unemployment rate for the county.
ing Green's economy.
"You can always expect an increase during the winter months beby Marcia Sloan
cause the people who work summer
copy editor
seasonal jobs are out of work," he
said.
The unemployment rate in Wood
Brian Miller, whose name has been
County is lower than the average for changed for this story, is one such
the state of Ohio, but slightly higher worker.
than the national unemployment rate,
according to Don Allman, supervisor
of the Wood County Unemployment
Bureau.
"This part of the state hasn't been
affected quite as severely as some of
the other areas," he said. "Our August unemployment rate was 10.9
percent compared to the state average of 12.5. The unemployment rate
for the nation was 9.6 that month."
But Allman said actual unemployment is higher than the figures recorded, because there are many
Miller, a construction worker, was
individuals who are not working but laid off work in late August. He had
are not counted in the unemployment worked with the same construction
company for the past five years but a
figures.
There are a lot of people who are lag in the construction industry, due
actually unemployed but we don't to the poor economy, resulted in the
include in our statistics," he said. temporary layoff of many workers.
"People who have run out of unemMiller, who has a wife and two
ployment benefits, and people who children to support, said he is worried
never registered with us in the first about not finding employment during
place are not included in the count
the winter months.
"We have no way of knowing exac"It's hard," he said. "Right now, it
tly how many people that would add, seems like the only places hiring want
but the percentage would certainly go people with special training.
up at least a little more."
"If you're basically an unskilled
AS THE winter season approaches worker, the chances of finding em-

ployment in this area is about nil."
MILLER ADDED that in addition
to financial strains, unemployment
also adds emotional strains.
"I've been looking for a job for eight
weeks now, and it's getting to the
point where I'm tired of knocking on
doors only to have them closed on
me," he said. "I don't know now much
longer I can do this.
"Sometimes you start to feel kind of
worthless. There's things in the house
that need fixed, things my kids need,
and places I'd like to go, but you know
you really have to budget your check
well, because there may come a time
when you won't get anymore."
According to Allman, persons who
file for unemployment are placed into
classes of dependency which, along
with their regular working salary
determines the amount of unemployment benefits they receive.
"A person can get half of their
regular weekly salary up to a certain
amount and then receive a stipend for
dependents as well." he said. "The
maximum any recipient can get is
$233 and that s only if their regular
weekly salary is $466 and they have at
least three dependents."
BUT MILLER said that living on
half of what he is accustomed to
earning is difficult.
"By the time I pay insurance.
lights, heating, house payments and
see JOB8 page 4
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Why is Div. I-A status
so important to BG?
A letter appeared on this editorial page Wednesday (Oct.
x\20), which should be re-examined and scrutinized.
The letter read as follows:
Since coming to BGSU in August, I have noticed that the big campaign
to bring the Bowling Green football program back to division I-A status. I
can't seem to understand why BG insists on kidding itself by thinking
they are in the same class as Ohio State, UCLA and other big division I-A
schools.
Obviously, BG is having a good football season this year, but what
would BG's record be if they played a tougher division I-A schedule?
Surely one does not think that teams like Northern Illinois, Ohio
University, and Long Beach make up a competitive division I-A schedule.
Many people have pointed to Bowling Green's past success in division IA competition as a reason to continue to be a division I-A school. One has
to remember BG plays most of its games in the MAC, which now has been
put into division 1-AA rankings, when was the last time BG has beaten a
division I-A school outside of the MAC?
Each year the NCAA continues to raise its standards by weeding out the
small division I-A schools. For the past three years years BG has been
hanging on to the division I-A by their fingertips. It seems that BG's
administration will risk anything to be with the biR boys. When the NCAA
said that all division I-A schools must have a stadium with a capacity of
35,000, BG added the bleachers to meet the standards. The average
attendance on a Saturday afternoon at Doyt L. Perry Stadium is about
18,000 when the team is winning. Instead of having a massive football
stadium that will be only half-filled, the administration should use the
money wisely, instead of wasting the money on bleachers that will never
be used. Most people come to BG because of its excellent standards of
education, not because of its division I-A rating.

We at the News would like to clear up some of the writer's
ignorance, as well as explain the facts to any other person
who may not understand them.
In order to do so, we will address the points one-by-one, so
that they can be used for easy reference:
• Anyone who considers the Division I-A to consist only of
those schools ranked consistently at or near the top 20 is
sadly misinformed. Ninety-four teams have been classified
as Division I-A by the National Collegiate Athletic Association after the NCAA's recent reclassification efforts. The
schools in the top 20 get there by beating those other 74
teams. The Falcons, as well as most of the other schools in
the MAC, certainly rank above many of those 94 teams in
quality, and that is why Bowling Green views itself as a
legitimate Division I-A college football team.
• Bowling Green's schedule does, and will continue to,
consist of some of the major schools in the nation. If you were
to look at your pocket schedule, you would see North Carolina
in BG's near future, and you can ask the Pitt Panthers if
North Carolina is a patsy team. Last season, the Falcons
played defending Cotton Bowl champion Baylor. Miami
University has beaten a Big Ten school this season, and
Toledo played a better game against Wisconsin in Madison
than the mighty Buckeyes of Ohio State could muster in
Columbus. Even a member of the Seminoles of Florida State,
who also made fools of Ohio State in Columbus, said after
almost losing to Cincinnati that the Buckeyes are no longer
the best team in Ohio. Miami has consistently beaten
Cincinnati, and are expected to do so again this season when
the schools meet Nov. 20.
• The last time BG beat a Division I-A school outside of the
MAC was in 1979, when the Falcons beat Southern Mississippi
(a team ranked in the top 20 at the beginning of this season).
That loss knocked Southern Mississippi out of bowl contention. Last season, the Falcons romped, 38-0, over the same
Toledo team that beat San Jose State - then ranked 19th in the
polls - in the California Bowl.
• The NCAA does not weed out small Division I-A schools.
If you have ever been to South Bend, Ind., you should have
noticed that the enrollment at BG is nearly twice that of
Notre Dame. Size has nothing to do with the NCAA's
reclassification of the MAC schools.
• When the NCAA did its reclassification, it said the
stadiums must have a seating capacity of 30,000 (not 35,000),
which in our opinion was simply a ridiculously arbitrary
number, considering it was also stipulated that the schools
must average 17,000 in attendance. So instead of having 6,000
empty seats and regaining Division I-A status, we can now
have 13,000 empty seats and regain Division I-A status. Thus,
the logic of the NCAA.
• Contrary to popular opinion, the University did not spend
a dime on the new bleachers - they were donated by persons
who cared about the injustice being done to the University's
football program.
• What is of the utmost importance for people to understand, is that it will cost us the same amount of money to run
the football program at the Division I-AA level as it would the
Division I-A level, but the difference would be that our profits
would drop off drastically. We would lose our share of NCAA
television revenue, plus we would be less able to secure
lucrative guaranteed contracts with the larger Division I-A
schools.
• Academics is by far the reason why most of chose to be at
Bowling Green State University, but having quality athletics
- which not only help us relieve tensions but feel increased
pride for the University - only help to make the collegiate
experience a more well-rounded and enjoyable one.
We hope that this explanation has cleared up some discrepancies, and helped those who do not understand the "fuss"
over Division I-A status.
Division I-A status cannot hurt the University; it can only
help it. So we should do our parts by helping the team to
reach its attendance requirements. That, plus a trip to the
California Bowl, should to open the eyes of the NCAA.
If it doesn't, they may just find themselves in court.

i

New federalism hurts states

Last month the Urban Institute
documented the fact that President
Reagan is trying to replace the war on
rverty with the war on the poor. This
not merely cutting some federal
programs that have benefited the
poor - the whole Reagan war on
goverment is a war on the poor.

COMMENT
by Garry Wills

Reaganomics aims at a confluence
of measures - none totally crippling in
itself - whose cumulative effect would
be a shift from the burdens of government from those who can bear them
least easily, if at all.
Consider the effort at a "new federalism." Belatedly, state governors
began to see that this was not a
matter of shifting power to the states
but of shifting costs to them. One
measure of the states' real power has
been the ability to get the federal
goverment to do things for them.

But why, yoy might ask, should the
income, while federal taxes are overall progressive. States rely on the
sales tax and property tax (the latter
passed on to renters or consumers of
renters' products). The federal goverment relies on income tax and corporate taxes. Besides, the federal
goverment "bails out" local taxing
authorties in various ways (e.g. by
exempting state and local bonds from
federal taxation).
So Reagan's new federalism, like
his proposal for a balance budget
amendment, was meant to shift the
funding of goverment to progressive
taxes, which distribute the load, to
regressive ones, which take a disproportionate amount from those with
low income.
The cuts of specific federal programs must be seen in this context.
The Reagan plan would not only deprive the poor directly, but indirectly
deprive the states of programs they
need to keep up their surplus economies. The federal goverment policies fairness as a patrolmen policies a

neighborhood. WE have hired a third
party to adjudicate disputes in the
street. We do not ask why people do
not police themselves. We do not ask
to get the policemen off our backs and
do our own law enforcing from each
home.
It makes no better since than that to
Set the goverment off the backs of
lose state and local leaders who
have, over the years, contrived to
delegate power not easily exercised
by parties to local disputes. That is
what goverment is for. It is an invention of human ingenuity, with "hidden" but arranged effect. In this it
resembles a city lighting system.
Should we "get the electric company
off our backs" by encouraging the
federal goverment do for the states
what they can do for themselves?
Because the states cannot often do the
relevant things for themselves. The
states have called the federal goverment to do "dirty work" for which
they are ill equipped. Thus the federal
goverment has borne deficits that the
states are allowed to evade. Put the

federal and the state budgets together, and we already have a balanced budget for goverment as a
whole - or, rather, a deficit of just
over one percent of the gross national
product.
But why should costs be "hidden"
by letting the states run a surplus,
while the federal goverment runs a
deficit? Because the federal goverment is allowed to be fairer than the
local one - something the founders of
their country learned in handling Indian affairs, and something we should
have learned from the civil rights
movement.
The bias of local politics to local
ewer is seen in the fact that state
xes are overall regressive, falling
most heavily on those with a lower
individual enterprise of lighting i
each one) our own candle everynight?
That is what the war on goverment
comes to.
Garry Wills is a political analyst from
Baltimore. His column is presented
by Universal Press Syndicate.

Vodka tonic challenges vote
It's time for students to put their
foot down and stop the gross injustice
being committed by certain campus
organization to register voters for the
upcoming election! Getting people to
vote is a slur against the great American tradition of sitting home on election day. Therefore, to combat these
ghastly efforts listed below are methods for all non-voting students to use
to avoid getting near the voting booth
onLM
November 2.

c OMMENT
by Charlie Cantrell

1) JOIN A RELIGION WHICH
HOLDS SERVICES ON TUESDAYS.
There are countless primitive religions which hold sabbath on a Tuesday, thereby preveting you from
voting. However, you must also spend
the remainder of your life selling
fowers in airports and shaving your
head.
2) GO TO THE HEALTH CENTER.
Waiting for an annual check-up at the
Health Center can waste an entire

day; two, in fact, if you become
hooked on soap operas while waiting
and are so engrossed in "General
Hospital" that you miss your name
being called the first time.
3) SEARCH THE COURSE CATALOG FOR CLASSES TO COMPLETE
A PARTIAL SCHEDULE. Don't wait
for a patial schedule to darken your
mailbox and leave you with only half
a class load for next semester. Begin
the search to fill in an empty schedule
on election day. The fun part is to find
courses related to your major and
avoid taking classes like ''Beirut:
City of Beautiful Buildings" and "The
History of the Reagan Adinistration's
Economic Recovery".
4) STUDY IN THE LIBRARY THE
ENTIRE DAY. A very difficult
method for most, especially those
with virgin minds untainted by books
If it's impossible to force yourself to
do so, fake it by writing graffiti on the
study carrel. But please, write something original.
5) GET IN A CAR AND LOOK FOR
A PARKING PLACE ON CAMPUS.
That's an excellent way to zap several
hours, especially if you act in a hurry.

6) THROW A WILD OFF-CAMPUS
PARTY THE NIGHT BEFORE. This
will enable you to spend the night and
entire next day in toe jail the Student
Court will undoubtedly be building to
incarcerate off-campus noise violators.
7) GO TO THE ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING AND AS ANY OFFICE
FOR INFORMATION. The runaround you'll get will unquestionably
keep you busy all day, and you'll
Brobably sweat severa pounds off in
le process.
8) TRY TO CONVERT YOUR
QUARTER-HOUR GRADE POINT
AVERAGE INTO A SEMESTERHOUR GRADE POINT AVERAGE.
This mind-boggling task is sure to
blow a day, as well as a pocket calculator and a full box of kleenex if your
grades depress you as much under
semesters as they did under quarters.
9) TRY TO GET A JOB REFERRAL SUP FROM THE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE. Even if
you already have a job, this method is
guaranteed to waste a day. The most
difficult thing about this, however, is
to get up at 3 a.m. to get in line for an

By following one of the preceding
methods even the least staunch nonvoter can avoid being driven to the
polls by a guilt trip. So slouch in your
chair, watch the tube, drink a beer
and bitch about the decline in funding
for higher education. To not vote on
November 2 is to not change the
status quo. Remember, sitting on
your butt election day will send another person you didn't choose to
office, continuing the finest of American traditions. So do it! Don't vote!
Charlie Cantrell is a senior Public Relations major from Vermilion Ohio.

Autonomy from Soviets now possible

LETTERS
Regarding Daniel Ayalon's letter in
The BG News 10/14/82:
I wonder first what prompted Mr.
Ayalon to remind us of all that Cold
War rot. Nevermind. I wonder, however, might it be possible to have a
totalitarian society that bases its economic system on capital? Might some
of these systems indeed exist in our
"free" world? The Phillipines? Any
self-named "democratic" country in
Latin America with U.S. business
ties? South Africa? America, herself?
And might it not be possible to have
beneficient government systems that
eschew capital in favor of public
ownership of national wealth? One
that is non-totalitarian as well as noncapitalistic? Or is that too much to of
a dream?
Despite their ties to the Sovietmonster in the East, despite the fact
that in a short time (a few decades to
less that a few years) they could no
turn their countries into pure Utopias
when they began in a fairly sorry
state, aren'tmore people than just the
once-wealthy of Cuba and Nicaragua
enjoying moreprosperous lives than
they lived under the capitalists Batista and Somozoa?
Andhaven't some Bloc countries
managed 1) relative autonomy from
the U.S.S.R. - as autonomousasa
country such as Mexico may enjoy
U.S. autonomy. 2) a relatively stable
economy - perhaps more stable than
they say the economy of the state of
Michigan, and 3) a non-capitalist system that, indeed without Cold War
interference from either left or right,
East or West, could succeed? Less
heard of countries such Hungary or
Yugoslavia?
To our dismay, Ayalon connot think
or raise questions beyond the simple
and murderous equation that Soviet/Communist equals bad, while American/Capital equals good. It's not all
that simple.

office that doesn't open until 10 a.m.
Not to worry, however; the office only
being open five out of eight working
hours leaves those in line plenty of
time for sleeping.
10) GO TO HOWARD'S UPTOWN
AND ANOUNCE YOU ARE: A)
GAY; B) A COMMUNIST; C) A COLLEGE STUDENT; OR D) ALL OF
THE ABOVE. Hospitalization is a
handy excuse to miss an election.

•
wanting to sweep rape incidents under the carpet because "It happened
over a year ago,"as if that makes
everything alright.
Duliskis is afraid thatprospective
students will ask what "We Remember"and then will be afraid to come to
the University. I hope that they do ask
and I hope that they find out what
happened. They damn well shouldbe
afraid.
Its not just the Phi Delt incident(and I really doubt that they have
any "wounds to "rub salt in.' ) However, the Phi Delt incident is a prime
example in our area; not only of rape,
but of who does (AND DOES
NOT)pay the price. It won't be forgotten. What you don't seem to understand is that human beings can, and
are being brutilized. It happens every
day. What will it take? Does it have to
be your girlfriend? Your wife? Your
mother? Your daughter?
Sherry R. Blschoff
E.D.F.I.

their tenth movie of the semester.
Why? Because with the recent change
in toe drinking age, those under 19
years of age are not even allowed to
enter places that serve alcoholic beverages. Monorson camous, the majority of which are freshmen, have
suffered long enough. It is time we let
people know how we feel about these
new regulations.
Because of the fact that some of us
are under 19, does this mean we are
not old enough to even socialize and/or dance without drinking? Recently, a party was held off campus
amd much beer was provided. A great
number of people was expected and it
sounded like a good place to go to
meet people. I was appalled to find
out that anyone considered a minor
was not permitted in. I have found
this to be equally true at some of the
night spots in Bowling Green. I myself
don't even like alcohol, but I do enjoy
meeting new people. By not being
admitted to these various social activities, minors are forced to stay on
campus; usuallv in the dorm, room.

Linda A.Kuenzll
E.D.F.I./C.S.P.

What kinds of social activities are
Dorm rooms get boring; planned at night for those non-drinkers or minors? And why are minors
drinking law restricting
restricted from simply intering
Another Friday night is ap- places that serve alcohol? It's about
proaching and once again most stu- time we got an explanation.
Cindy Ireland
dents under the age of 19 can be found
208 Treadway
in their dorm rooms or on their way to

Football season fails,
student decides to study
Walking through Rodgers Quadrangle this past Sunday in a vain attempt
at trying to find something to do, I
noticed people were moping around
more than usual. Not worrying about
it too much, I went to do my laundry.
After getting there I noticed something different; I could actually get a
machine without waiting behind two
people. Why all this gloom and despair in BGSU on a Sunday afternoon? You can probably put 90
percent of the blame on the football
strike. Sunday afternoon football has
been ingrained into our heads so
much, it is part of our weekly routine
and we don t know what to do without
it. I guess for the next couple of weeks
those of us with Sunday football on our
minds will have to resort to backgammon in the laundry room, Gene Kelly
on the Sunday afternoon movie, or if
all else fails, study.
Dave Welsh

RESPOND

YES.sm.,guT n

JUST FINE, MR.

THIN60VER
ATLABOR?

\

MY"SAWWTO/VCY

OONOVAH'PHeR.

GOSH.RAY.I ms SUCH A HIT
THOUGHT XX/P IPBClPePTD

impute*...

HAVE ANOTHER.
ONEWMORROUI

f NIGHT.

Rodgers

The BG Newc Opinion Page is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything of interest to the
University and community.

DOONESBURY
KM600P10 pit&iQm.iuifn
hMRnWKU CALUN6TDSEE IF
Housevgv- tOJCMPCOMEV

105

WOtmitiKHTT NOSUEAT.SK.
OARNTHF. LUCK, I'M HAVING
t*i AJWUP I'M
ANOTHERONE
BUSY TOMOFROW
WNESDAY.

Fowrru&e ITS sea OF
WeSCHY.s
\m A seass.
s

by Garry Trudeau
A SERIES

OFsALums?

YCS.SIR.AWTOF
PEOPLE HAwrr
BEENABLEW

MAKE THE FIRST
f TWO.

Carl Mlllhollancl
9705 Cloverdile
Department of English

fei

Phi Delts 'remember'
case still not forgotten
I, also, do not know who is submitting
the "we remember" ads to the B.CT
News. However, I would like to extend
to them my congratulations and respect for their courage and social
consciousness.
Maybe Ruse Duliskis would like to
forget about the Phi Delt incident.
Unfortunatly there are many people
who can not forget it. Duliskis says he
is tired of reading the "We Remember" ads in the paper. I am tired of
reading that rapes occur. I am tired of
reading of rapist getting off with the
eroverbial slap on the wrists. I am
red of hearing about insensitive,
uncaring and Ignorant individuals

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Tie KummootamsiNce
REAimoeo
TDTHEPONOVAN PINNER,
SIR? \

\

I THINK SO, EP.
TELLMEUIHAT
YOU THINK OF

WAT I've

URJTTEN..

/

mo, U/eNHERASEPA LOT OF
CORPORATE coHniiBUTfiNs FOR,
ME IN NOU JERSEY. ON STAFF
KCOMDeNPAWN.IlAmi.MABe
HIM MY SECRETARY OF lABOR..-

--'*«e>»j»aajaaMajaMa»«»*i»

■ ' -

'AT NO Tine PIP I HEAR ANY AUE
6AWN5PERTAININ6TO POSSIBLE
MOBASSOCmBNS, NORPIP If/Sane ANY F0I REPORT PETAIUNS
SUCH CHARGES lUAsrmiiYiN
TUB PARK ABOUT P3N0WlfSPAST.:\
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Import:
European steel limited
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United
States and Europe agreed Thursday
to limit shipments of European steel
to this country, ending a bitter dispute
and easing tensions in a strained
trading relationship between the allies.
The agreement, reached only hours
before a deadline for the imposition of
penalty duties on imported steel, was
accepted by U.S. steelmakers who
had blamed the imports for contributing to their worst financial crunch
since the Depression.

In Pittsburgh, U.S. Steel Chairman
David Roderick said the pact covered
a wider range of steel products than
did an earlier tentative settlement
worked out in August. The enforcement provisions, he said, were
tougher in the new arrangement.

Had the restrictions been in place in
1981. Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige said, there would have been
25,000 to 30,000 more jobs for the U.S.
industry.

The European Community said the
quotas limiting shipments of 10 steel
products will range from 2.2 percent
of the U.S. market to 21.85 percent,
with an average of 5.46 percent. The
restrictions will be imposed under an
export licensing system to be set up
by the European Community. Those
products currently command roughly
6 percent of the market.

The pact clears up what has been a
"very bitter dispute" between the
allies, Baldrige said. He added that its
resolution was "a great aid toward
eventual solution" of two other transAtlantic trading disputes, one on a
common agricultural policy and the
President Ronald Reagan an- other the UTS. sanctions on sales of oil
nounced the settlement while on a and gas equipment to the Soviet
campaign swing in Omaha, Neb., and Union.
hailed it as "good news" for the steel
UNDER THE SETTLEMENT, the
industry and tor the economy.
It will mean, he said, "more and European Community will limit its
lasting iobs in the steel industry, shipments of 11 steel products to this
which will translate into good news on country starting around November 1
and continuing through 1965.
the employment front."

"WHILE WE THINK this will be a
shot in the arm for employment in the
steel industry, this is not the answer
to all of their problems," Baldrige
cautioned at a White House news
conference.
Etienne Davignon, the European
Community industry commissioner,
described the agreement as being "in
the best interest of all steel produc-

Imports of pipe and tube products, a
highly profitable segment of the
American industry, will be held to 5.9
percent of the U.S. market under a
separate arrangement that will reSiuire consultations between the allies
or excessive shipments, U.S. officials
He said European companies, also said. That represents the average
suffering serious financial woes, will shipments in 1979-81, although those
be assured of "an export market and imports recently had surged to about
a market that pays.
16 percent of the market, they said

BG News photos/Patrick Sandor

Squeegeed

Though some people don't do windows university employee, Kim Smith, takes to
the task with unusual concentration as she washed windows at the education building.

PARENT'S DAY FOOTBALL
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY
. FALCONS VS. BALL STATE 1:30 p.m.
NOVEMBER 6 PERRY FIELD
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE OPEN 9-5 DAILY!

HEY YOU!
m® QQ

There are only

ooo

SOUTHWVCH • WfSlUIt • NOOtH TOW*

APPLY AT NORTHWEST OHIO'S
LEADING DEPARTMENT STORE
Sometimes it's hard to learn the difference between a credit rating and a credit hour, or that
charge cards aren't plastic money. But if you
want to establish credit, LION would like to
help. Apply for a LION CHARGE ACCOUNT in
your name, then you could build your own

good credit rating. And express yourself with
the clothes, appliances and other personal
needs you buy. If you are a Junior or above, fill
out the application below and drop it off at any
of our 4 convenient locations, or mail it to Lion
Store, P.O. Box 7440, Toledo, Ohio, 43615.

TWO WEEKS
Left to have your

SENIOR PORTRAITS
taken

To appty tor your own charoe account, complete this application and drop it ott at any o» our 4 convenient locations.
Or mail to Lion Store. P.O. Box 7440. Toledo. Ohio. 43615
•
APPLICANTS NAME_
DATE OF BIRTH

_SOOAi SECURITY NO .

CunP.ENTAOOP.ESS_
CURRENT PHONE

. MONTHLV RENTS .

PARENT S NAME

.PARENT S PHONE .

PARENT S ADDRESS.

YOUR EMPLOYER _

, YOUR MONTHLY SALARY $ ,

_HOWLONG THERE.
.OTHER INCOME 1-

•USINESS PHONE __

.SOURCE OF OTHER INCOME,

■ mco<"» uMftl yOu wanl u» lo ■ 0">-d" tnem m ^OP'C

C««d iupOO't O' separate ma<nien*fv

'You don i nave to it?"

,

«y vow AOV"

.LOCATION.

. ACCT NO_

_NAMI ACi_' L.Aqni(lliN ,

i CREDITOR .

, LOCATION.

. ACC NO.

. NAM| ACCT CARflil DiN.

3 CREDITOR .

.LOCATION.

ACCT NO ,

. NAWI ACC i »;AHHH niN ,

II you don'l ru>v» A prtv-OUl C'edrt tW»IOi> O* An employ** O* A vt)Mli«t>(« ftOu'CC Ol income, you «"« n**<J A C'*dit ttOMhy CO-AOpliCjni
CO-APPLlCANT S NAME ________________________________________.—-_—-_-__-■__——___-_—.
CO-APPLICANT S ADDRESS

CITY _________________ STATE

CO-APPLlCANrS EMPlOYEfl__
MONTHLY SALARY |

'

OTHER INCOME t

. RELATIONSHIP TO APPLICANT,
1

.

_ HOW LONG THERE
_CO APPLICANTS SS NO .

.'SOURCE OF OTHER INCOME

'You don't ha.e lo 1*11 us about alimony. cn«ld luppCKt 0< separate maintenance income unleM you want us to COnsiOe' them m approving you' a©c*icat>c
APPLICANT S SIGNATURE ■

,

i'

CO-APPLICANT S SIGNATURE «

L

You Deserve
Some Credit

•

i»

MAKE YOUR
APPOINTMENT
NOW!
Call:
THE KEY 372-0086
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Jobs. .. from Page 1

all the other necessary bills, there's
hardly enough left for food, let alone
any money for leisure," he said.
"Trying to budget money that close
affects my whole attitude, and I'm
afraid sometimes I take out my frustrations on the kids."
Allman said that in order to receive
unemployment benefits, a person
must have worked full-time for at
least 20 weeks, and must regularly
look for employment while unemployed. He added that the Bureau of
Unemployment tries to help the unemployed find suitable positions, but
does not provide direct counseling.

Gemayal

Mason named presidential aide
rected all departmental fund-raising
activities and developed procedures
for soliciting external funds.
Beginning Nov. 1, Philip Mason will
He earned a master's degree in
sit at University President Paul Ols- business administration from Westcamp's right hand.
ern Washington and received his
He will act as assistant to the presi- bachelor's degree in business from
West Virginia University.
dent.
"I will have varied responsibilities
"I'm looking forward to being able
as directed by President Olscamp," to exercise myself with my new reMason said
sponsibilities, " Mason said.
Mason, director of development at
Western Washington University, diAS PART OF his responsibilities at
by Scott Carpenter
ttaff reporter

|COUPON |_

TAKE A CHANCE ON US

B^

Bring this coupon and receive Automatic 5%

I

NEW YORK (AP) Each day of her life, Candace Harden consumes 45
milligrams of speed, DexeTHE HALLOWEEN SHOP
drine, prescribed by her
188 S. Main • Mini-Mall
physician, just to stay
awake enough to function.
n&kW?UUSfctfim. 333-7813
Sunday 1:30-5:00
Ms. Harden has narco~|COUPONMBBLML1 LBBHH
lepsy, and without this
■a
drug, she is liable to nod off
at nearly any moment.
***************************
"I fell asleep once when I
* went into the bathroom to
*
a drink of water, fell
* get
*
and woke up with a concus* sion," she says. "I even
*
* fell asleep once over a
a roll of the DIE for additional Discount.

I

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Jan. 2-9th 1982
$275 includes:
5 day lift ticket
Roundtrip transportation
Lodging
Welcome Party

*
*

"and I guess he thought I best fit that
idea.
"My main responsibility (at the
University) will be to help Paul Olscamp
obtain his goals for the University ,r' Mason said.
Mason worked with Olscamp before
the University president came to
Bowling Green from Western Washington.
"I am extremely excited about
working with Paul Olscamp again,"
Mason said.

Narcolepsy confines sufferer

off any mask. Any Purchase over $25.00 fake

FALL INTO SOME FUN
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
COLORADO

Western Washington, Mason worked
on institutional funding issues and
was responsible for investing all private gifts donated to that institution.
Mason was assistant business manager of the West Virginia University
Foundation and associate director of
development at Western Washington
before becoming director of development.
"Paul Olseamp had some preconceived idea of what an assistant to the
president should be like," Mason said,

.. . from Pao* 1

zation headed by fellow Lebanese
Edouard Saouma.
In an hour-long meeting at the
papal library, the white-robed pontiff said Lebanon's goal should be
"to regain real independence and
full sovereignty of the Lebanese
state on the whole of its national
territory." Gemayel. 40, wore a
black suit and black tie as a sign of
mourning for his brother.
Gemayel, a Maronite Christian
sworn to unite his divided nation,
again said foreign troops no longer
have any reason to remain in his
country.

stove."
Narcolepsy is a neurological disorder with no
known cure. Its principal
symptom is excessive and
overriding sleepiness. The
only medically sanctioned
treatment is analeptic
drugs. Even with drugs,
some sufferers are unable
to hold a job or have a
normal life.
Another primary symptom of the disorder is cataplexv, a sudden loss of
muscle tone brought on by
intense emotion, ranging

from anger to amusement
to sexual excitement.
"ABOUT NINE YEARS
ago, I started having these
attacks," says Mari
Kaestle, a 36-year-old toy
designer. "I would feel this
sense of weakness when I
heard something funny,
and I thought, 'Well, that's
just being weak with
laughter.' But it got to the
point where my husband
and I would go out to dinner and I'd just spend the
whole meal sliding out of
my chair or with my face

fulness.
RESEARCHERS believe
there is a genetic cause to
narcolepsy and have found
multiple instances of the
illness within families.
"The best hypothesis is
that narcolepsy is caused
by a lesion in the
brainstem," according to
Dr. Merrill Mitler. rhM M
the sleep disorders program at the State University of New York at Stony
Brook. "It doesn't appear
to be anatomical. But there
are obvious abnormalities
in the brain chemistry."
Typically, narcolepsy
first shows up between the
ages of 10 and 30. Correct
diagnosis, however, takes
most narcoleptics an average of 10 to 15 years.

in my plate."
Secondary symptoms of
narcolepsy are hallucinations, disrupted sleep, and
sleep paralysis, which is a
feeling during the lighter
stages of sleep of being
awake but unable to move
or speak.
"Having narcolepsy is
like always being as sleepy
as a normal person might
be after staying awake
three days," says Bill
Baird, a narcoleptic and
Bresident of the American
arcolepsy Association
(ANA) in Stanford, Calif.
Although the cause of
narcolepsy is a mystery,
researchers believe it has
to do with a chemical imbalance in the part of the
brain that controls wake-

LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
109 N. MAIN
Bats 50% off Gloves 50':
soccerballs'loolballs'baskelballs

*

40% Off
Shorts (L-XL) 50% oH Shirts 50% off

*
*
*

Hooded Sweatshirts 30% oil
Reg

FREE SKI/Boot RENTALS:
to the 1st SO paid adventurers

*
*

College credit:
Section 3010 PEG 143
Section 3178 PEG 243

Sign-up in the UAO office

Reg $8.95

"\" for LOCAL TALENT

Oct. 24 & 25
AUDITIONS >Sunday
fi
7:00-10 PM
Monday

:00-11 PM

-Muaitioni ZJoo

Wov. 1
Sidedoor 8-11 pm.
Fill our an application form in the
UAO office prior to auditions.

Now 10.50

BROOKS SHOES 40% off
(models in stock only)
T-Shrts 2 3 sleeve basetal i«seys 3 Cotton leraeys
30% off
.Sweat pants - ALL COJ.OR3 - 30% off

*c**************************

Cabaret L^ait

15.00

COMEONNNJ/JS'SiS
8

SHOOT FOR THE STARS/

^ mm. slot.

LIFE
DOESN'T
ALWAYS
HAVE
TO BE
FILLED
WITH
EXPERIENCE the ultimate at the Rec Center's LI.F.E. PROGRAM Oct. 28th 6-10 p.m
AEROBICS, FENCING, WALLEYBALL, WEIGHT TRAINING
AND MUCH MORE are planned to give YOU a real Charge
out of LIFE. You don't have to wait any longer for the good
things in life because they are HERE FOR YOUR TAKING!!
Don't miss out - YOU WILL BE SORRY!

Now $6.25
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Union to vote on strike
DETROIT (AP) - Members of the United Auto
Workers union will vote
Tuesday on whether to
strike Chrysler Corp. or to
continue working under
the expired contract until
after Jan. 1, UAW President Douglas Fraser said
yesterday.
"There will be a referendum with two proposals
... to suspend the negotiations until immediately after the Christmas holidays
or strike Chrysler Corporation at 10 a.m. on Nov. 1,"
Fraser said at a news conference.
Fraser said the ballot
will go out to workers in
the next day or two and
workers also will receive a
letter telling them about
the vote. The ballots are to
be turned in at the plants
on Tuesday and results of
the vote should be known
that night, he said.
The No. 3 automaker's
refusal to grant an immediate pay raise caused a
breakdown in negotiations
on Monday. The rank-andfile had overwhelmingly
rejected a tentative contract reached Sept. 16.
"It's futile to continue
negotiations now," Fraser
said. "We're content to delay negotiations until after
the holidays."

Chrysler will be able to
offer workers more.
Chrysler employs 43,200
autoworkers in the United
States plus 41,900 reported
on indefinite layoff this
week. Fraser said laid-off
workers who have remained "in good standing"
will be allowed to vote.
Fraser made his comments after an hour-long
meeting of the 150-member
Chrysler council, made up
of local UAW officials from
Chrysler plants nationwide. The council did not
vote on the question, but
discussed it, said Larry
Leach, president of Local
1264 in Sterling Heights,
Mich.
Doug Nicoll, a Chrysler
spokesman, said the carmaker would "wait to hear
from Doug Fraser, and
then if we have something
to say, we'll let you know."
The union has been
studying what to do since
Chrysler on Monday rejected its demand for the
raise, saying "there is simply no more money."
Union options besides a
strike included returning
to the bargaining table perhaps under a strike
deadline - or re-submitting
an earlier tentative contract that was defeated by
autoworkers.

FRASER SAID he hoped
the U.S. economy will be
better in January and

ANALYSTS SAID a
strike of no more than two
weeks would not hurt the

automaker, which has
about 70 days' supply of
cars, according to Ward's
Automotive Reports. A
short walkout also would
not hurt the union, which
has accumulated a multimillion-dollar strike fund,
they said.
But anything more than
that could squeeze Chrysler's finances and dry up
car sales, they said.
Fraser on Monday had
rebuffed the suggestion of
resubmitting the earlier
contract, saying UAW
leaders "must abide by the
will of the majority."
The tentative accord had
been rejected by 70 percent
of the autoworkers who

cast ballots. UAW officials
blamed the defeat on the
fact that the agreement did
not contain an immediate
wage boost. They said
Chrysler Chairman Lee Iacocca had raised workers'
hopes for such a raise by
publicizing the company's
$1 billion cash reserve.
Also earlier this week
Fraser rejected the idea
that the union might return
to the table and rearrange
worker benefits to help pay
for a pay raise.
The tentative contract
that was rejected was the
first since 1979 at the automaker that did not contain
concessions, Fraser said.

Capital
Gain.

THIS IS IT!!!

iimecDM IRON W3M
Sunday, October 24
BGSU Whittaker Track

Time and again,
VMlYo IK an I n sukJ.
" To make monc\, \ou hu\c
tohu\cmoiK;>r
IM Inith is. >ou ha\c i<
know bow (o sa\c monc\
before you can think about
making moo;.
That's \\h> more and
more people are joining the
I \i\ n ill Savings Plan to bu\
I '.S. Sa\ ings Bonds. That"
M a\. | little is taken out of
each pax cheek uutomabcaJh
In no time, YOU U ha\e
enough Konds tor a new car.
Your child's education. even a
dream \ acation.
Whatcx er > ou save for.
Konds are the safest, surest
way to gain capital.

"RUNNERS"

"ENTERTAINMENT"
Folk Singing
BGSU Marching Band
ROTC Demonstrations
Rock Band Trouble Boys'

12:30-1:30
VIP Celebrity Run
1:30-2 30 Campus Run
2:30-3:30 Community Run

COME TO RUN!!

COME TO HAVE FUN!!

FALCON HOUSE
HALLOWEEN

MOONLIGHT MADNESS

5p

QMBTB& ©IPB

3-DAY SALE

CELEBRATE NATIONAL

BEAUTY SALON MONTH
B

PANTENE EXOTHERMIC WAVE

—••■

or

VITAMIN COLLAGEN PERM

Zee MR SS
ONLY

^* ***

$2.00 off ALL Sweat Shirts
$1.00 off ALL Sweat Pants

Running, Basketball, Tennis,
Racquetball Shoes
Brand Nam?= 11 ich as
NIKE • NEW BALANCE • CONVERSE
TIGER • BROOKS and others'

20% OFF ALL
NIKE
WIND BREAKERS
10% off Entire Stock
of
All - Weather
Running Suits

$2.00 Off All

Running Shorts
or
Singlets

regular price $39.99

Offer Good Thru

All Athletic Shoes on Sale
Save $3*S5 on all shoes
including...

10/31/82

No Appointments —

FREE Can of Racquetballs

Just Walk In I

W purchase of any Racquet

20% off ALL WARM-UPS

Many other items on sale throughout
the store... 3 DAYS ONLY

Alpha Chi
Omega

open

THURSDAY 10-10
HAIR FASHIONS

70 Salons In
Ohio — and

Masquerade Party
Oct. 23, 1982

••••.'•
••!.•;••..

Growing I

:;•«

832 South Main Street 3
352-9763
~§
The Affordable Salon*'

FRIDAY 10-9

No other sales apply during the Sale

Start your Christmas Shopping Early!
Layaways Accepted

FALCON HOUSE
"Your Running Shoe 4 Sportswear Headquarters in BG"
140 E. Wooster St.
352-3610

5
t

CHEEOMUNGA
Debra Dee & Schubob
J.P. & Keith Howard
Beth & Kevin
KD & Conan my
Barbarian

eH

ALL LOOK

Karen & John

Mary & Rob
Nancy & Dave

Mindy & Mork
Debbie & Joe
Anne & Steve
Cindy & Malibu
Margaret & Brian
K-Ann & John
Becky & Pete

Holly & Mark
Nancy & Phil
Bren & *42 Stratton
Nette and Buck

Chrys & Myke
Brenda & Dan
Nancy & Donny
Dena & Steve
Booner & Craig
Jennifer & Rick
Penny & Dale
"the Doll"
Beth & Jerry

Cheryl & Tanque
Sharon & Shawn
Kelly & Eric
Terri & Tom
M.B. & Jim
Judi & D.C.
Carin & 'The NJ
MAN"

Diane & Kurt

G

Cathy & Dave
Jeri & Steve
Lisa & Pat
Rita & Stuart
Jody & Steve
Sherri & Ted
Katie & Brad
Sonja & Tom
Kerry & Mark

Debbie & Dale
Dawn & Craig
Teresa & Bob
Jeanne & Terry

C-H-I 0-M-EPatti & Dan
Terry & Terry
Julie & Mike
Connie & Rick
Diana & Woody
Kelly & Bob
Kamps & Yogi
Karen & Daniel
Sheila & Dave
Caren & Doug
Jody & Kevin

Mary Jo & Rich
Lynda & M.D.
Gwen & Jim
Linda & Leroy
Laura & John
Sherry & Steve
Leslie & Matt
Linn & Shawn
Mary & Bill
Kim & Jack
Elaine & Randy
Cheryl & Jeff
Dana & Date

OCTOBER 23, 1982

Rachel & Jim
Whales & Craig
Roxy & Jism
Diane & Chris
Amy & Ray
Sheryl & Dan
Joani & Blue Eyes
Sarah & Leroy Boy
Dee Dee & Marc
Wendy Heimback
Richards & Tom
Barbie & Bobbie
Diane & Chris
Jill & Bill
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Advanced:

THERE S NOBODVS PIZZA LOO:

GODFATHERS PIZZA"

Students strive for two diplomas

COUPON
KICKBACK
Bring in n valid coupon from any nthw
piwe joint We'll not only honor
it we'll kick Ms value up ten crnts lor
your I rouble
There's nobody s pizza like

Al Perkins. He's been a
good mayor. He will be
a good commissioner.

Godfather s Piz/a
(oupon lo prove it

|i«l hriitq In o

OFFER OOOO OH EAT-tK ON CMBVOOT OMKftS
OFFER EXPIRES 10/31/62

SENIOR CITIZENS pro(*cis and programming have racaivad
continuing lupporl (rom Purkint F«d»'al and »tot» granlt warv
ulilnad to go forward with conversion of the lormor North Mam
Pott Office into a multipurpose Senior Citiien Center which
serves all Wood Countions Financial ond technical assistance
for senior citiien programming is being provided on a continuing
bans

EATING
IS
BELIEVING

LEADERSHIP IN TIMES OF CRISIS ta a real test of any ad
minittrofor ■ abilities During the Great Blizzard ol 78" ond the
100 Year Flood m 79 Mayor Perkins wot there at work around
the clock directing municipal efforts to deal with these disasters
In both coses these efforts contributed to reducing the amount
of loss to life. limb, ond property m our community Our community really pulled together in these limes

Wt know Godlaiher's Pin* sounds loo good to be Iru« HowcouU
the thick**, richest puu In town abo be one of your best restaunni
values' There's one sure way lo find out—try it' There's nobody's
pizza ike Godfather's Pizza
one brie wd make you a befcever1

BRINGING SACK INDUSTRIES has been a moior priority of
Al Perkins. Perkins pledged to do oil in his power to eliminate
the For Sale' signs that existed m the city in 1975 At this time.
highly desirable clean light industry is returning to Bowling
Green. Through the efforts of dozens of people and a tine in*
dustnal Development Coordinator Cooper Industrial Products
now employs several hundred people where formerly the Daybrook plant stood empty. The Wofl Street Journal and AftMCO
have been attracted to our county This kind of healthy to. base
■s necessary for maintaining o healthy county ond schools

THERE'S NOBODVS PIZZA LIKE

Summer construction strike
puts building's finish behind

GODFATHER'S PIZZA™
Godfather*

836 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN

11 • m -midnlghl
Fn-Sel
11ijn.-1t.re.

Sun.
noenio

We Cant Afford Not To
Paid for by Cilnens for Perkins. Kenneth Roihrock. treasurer
330 Brighom lane. Bowling Green. OH — Political Advertisement

^r

A PIZZA YOU CANT REFUSE®

STADIUM CINEMA 1<2
STAOMJM PLAZA

BOWIING GREEN

PH 132-074S

CHAMPAGNE BUFFET BRUNCH
honoring

JAMES R. SHERCK
SUNDAY, OCT. 24, 1982
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
at the

B.G.S.U. ICE ARENA LOUNGE
M«rc*r Road. Bowling Croon. Ohio

Champagne Buffet Brunch

tiller, lor I hiirr
simiiil.
'l haw killed lor 1111/ ( oiinln/^
I Have stolen lor mi/«him //.
/ htiir liweil a woman.'
iiml I ,im ii fries!.
AT 7.30 4 9 45 PM
SAT MAT 2:00
SUN MAT 2:00* 4 15

MONSIGNOR

R

_^

AMERICAS FAVORITE
TOOTSIE IS ON A ROLL!

'*•

For Congress
Political advertisement paid for by Sherck for Congress
Comm Morlene Purdy Treos 1109 Hayes Fremont, O.

"SOUND STREAM"
Friday and Saturday
50's C BO's Music on Friday
Variety ot Music on Saturday
Fool Tournaments on Sunday
open Sunday 4:PM - 2:30 A.M.
"COME CHECK OUT OUR NIGHTLY SPECIALS'
and
Newly Remodeled Dance Floor
I PRESENT THIS C0OF0I FOR
A FREE SAME OF
POOL OB SOTFLGBOiaD

ua r, woosiS"""""""""""""" x-i-m

BFT1I
MIDI.!- K

AT 7:30 ft 9:30
SAT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2:00 ft 4:00

in

i

Meet Me at the Station.
AND DRAFT 8:00 - 10:00 PM
THURSDAY - DOUBLE VISION NITE
8:00 - 10:00 PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY - LADIES NITE
CONDUCTORS SPECIAL EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR 8PM -10:00 P.M.

Name

•«1 »<v by Shercfc tor CenereM
I'M* UOtMo,,, r„nMi O

presents...

(GET 'LOCO' WITH PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS

"SHERCK FOR CONGRESS"
C/O ALIEN R. BALDWIN
124 N. PROSPECT ST.
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

1

THE BROKEN BOOT

WEDNESDAY- 50'S NIGHT

For reservations mail to:

.Donation Enclosed.

Projects for the 1983-84 fiscal year
include an addition to the Business
Administration Building for faculty
offices and classrooms. Also under
consideration are possible renovations for University Hall and the heating plant.

SUNDAY - PITCHER NITE
MONDAY - ROCK NITE
TUESDAY - LADIES NITE
(THE BEST LADIES NITE IN NORTHWEST OHIO)

DONATION: S20.00 PER PERSON

CALL 354-3544

The Brothers of
SAE Congratulate
The New Active
Little Sis's

AFTER THE renovation the building will include offices for faculty for
the journalism school and for the
radio-television-film faculty. Also in
the building will be writng and editing
laboratories, photojournalism facilities, viedotape and editing area, an
instructional television studio and offices for the "BG News," "The Key,"
WBGU-FM and WFAL radio stations.
The Board of Regents has recommended that the University receive
$22.8 million for additional renovations and building projects during the
next six years.

REEVES

■ — — — — — — ■■ — mm mm^ mm mm —m — — — ^ — — — m* —,m

No. Attending.

Undersized cold water plumbing
was the only problem in the construction so far, according to Robert MuGeein, director of academic facilities
planning. He said he does not know if
it will increase the cost of the building.
The annex will provide an extra 7.600 square feet for biological research
and teaching and will include animal
laboratories. The $1,337 million building will house experimental animals
for the Biology and Psychology Departments. The building is an annex
of the Life Science Building.
Starting in March West Hall will be
renovated to provide instructional
space for the School of Journalism
and the Radio-Television-Film Department. The renovation will include
redesigning the interior. Expected
rompletion date is March of 1984. The

estimated cost of the renovation project is $1,825 million.

CHRISTOPHER

Fruit and cSeese board
Antipotto
Relishes
Deli Delitei troy
English muHins
Bogalft
Fruit < nut muHins
Roast turkey
Ham with raspberry-rum glaze
Chicken ond wine crepes
Blueberry and strawberry blmtzs
Eggs benedict
Corn ond a >ple fritters with syrup
Sausoges
Sweet and sour pork
Subgum fried rke
Oukhe Florentine Crab-shrimp quiche Ham-mushroom quicha
French fried vegetable potpourri
Fried won tons
Chompogne punch
Bloody Marys
Pino Coktdos
Coffee
Iced tea

Addrosi

Construction on the new Physical
Science Building and the Biological
Science Annex are running five weeks
behind schedule.
Strikes in the construction trade
during the summer caused the five
week delay, according to Ronald
Engler, director of Technical Support
Services and the University Architect.
"If we have an extremely bad
weather there will be further delays,"
said Engler. He said he does not see
any other reasons for further delays.
The scheduled completion date for
the Physical Science Building is midNovember, 1983. The completion date
for the annex is July, 1983.
The Physical Science Building will
house 30 laboratories for teaching and
research in physics and chemistry.
The five story building will also include 18 faculty offices, 16 class

Michell Partelow
Valerie Lombardo
Tina Caskey
Dawn Cook
Heidi Carlson
Dorothy Carracher
Leigh Kurlinski
Teresa Akridge
Mary Rupp
Jill Tomlinson
Joanie Zimmerman

You are cordially invited to attend a

tin Democratic OMditat* for U.S. Congress, District S

rooms, rooftop observatory and a 120seat planetarium. The cost of the
building is 7.72S

by Mark Wellman
staff reporter

352-2517

^^

through what they need during high security law was going into effect
school," Tallman said. "If someone when she made her decision.
can get into this program, get them
"If you weren't enrolled In college
Attending college can be difficult in."
by May 1, you would lose your social
for many students, but the obstacle is
security benefits," Overturf said.
even greater for a number of high
HIGH SCHOOL FRESHMAN Scott
school students taking courses at the Gargasz, who is taking a computer
The native Pennsylvanian lived on
science course at the University, is campus while she worked on her
University.
Through the High School College another student entered in the pro- curriculum last year.
Credit Program, high school students gram.
are able to take classes for college
OVERTURF NEEDED only one half
credit at the University while working
Gargasz, who wants to be a systems credit of math and one half credit of
to obtain their high scnool diplomas. analyst, does not think the introduc- English to graduate from high school.
One such student is Dave Tallman, tory computer science course Is very Her principal approved her attenhard, but added his grade in the dance at Bowling Green under the
a senior at Ostego High School.
Tallman came to the University at course is not outstanding.
condition that she pass an English and
Gargasz said his mother urged him a math course in college.
the suggestion of his high scnool
guidance counselor. Otsego High to enroll in the program. His sister, a
School only offers three years of En- high school junior, also Is in the ColBy electing to forego her last seglish. Tallman said, adding that he lege Credit program and takes mester of high schooC Overturf was
decided to come to Bowling Green to classes in the art department.
able to maintain her social security
begin
his college English sequence.
Although he enioys his computer benefits. She will acquire junior sta,Y
My high school program (in En- science class and plans to take classes tus if she attends classes full-time this
glish) has lacked a couple of things," at the University throughout his high summer.
school career, Gargasz added that In
he said.
Tallman is currently enrolled in general, he is not fond of school.
All three students said they see
"I'd rather be someplace else," he great benefit in the program and see
English 111. He attends class at the
University from 8-9:30 a.m. two days said.
few problems adjusting to the college
per week and returns to his high Anne Overturf, a University fresh- atmosphere. Gargasz, for example, is
school for the rest of the day. he said. man, was in the College Credit pro- a member of the University racquetTallman sees great benefit in the gram last year. Overturf said she had ball club.
program and urges other high school financial reasons for enrolling in the
"I really don't feel out of place,"
students to consider the same route. program.
Tallman said. "I fit in fairly well
"There's a lot of students that get According to Overturf, a new social here."
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

LOCATED IN STADIUM
VIEW PLAZA

352-1223
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SPORTS
BG icers ready for league opener with Ferris State
thumb injury of freshman defenseman Dave Ellett, who was
feared to have suffered torn ligaBowling Green's hockey team ments in his thumb last Friday, beopens its Central Collegiate Hockey fore he scored his first collegiate goal.
Association schedule tonight at 7:30
BUT THE Falcons will be without
p.m., taking on the Ferris State Bullthe services of center Nick Bandescu,
dogs at the Ice Arena.
The Falcons are looking for their who underwent surgery for torn ligafirst win of the season, after coming ments in his left knee and will be lost
away with a loss and a tie against for the season.
York said he will field his lines as
highly-regarded Wisconsin, last
weekend.
follows: Brian Hills will center Peter
BG will try to rebound this weekend Wilson and George Roll; Dan Kane
with a relatively healthy lineup, Fal- will center Perry Braun and Gino
con coach Jerry York said. Forward Cavellini; John Samanski will center
Dave O'Brian is near full strength Tim Hack and Jamie Wansbrough;
after a knee injury suffered two and Kim Collins will center O'Brian
weeks ago, while defenseman Garry and Dave Randerson.
Galley has been hampered slightly in
On defense, York said he would
practice with a groin pull, York said. stick with his line combinations of last
X-rays have proven negative in the weekend, which saw Barry Mills skatby Tracy Collins

editor

ing with Galley; Wayne Wilson with tender," York said. "They have won
Mike Pikul; and Chris Sanna with in our building before - that concerns
Ellett.
me. I expect them to be an aggresYork pointed to the play of the sive, forechecking team."
defense as the high point of the WisThe Bulldogs are in their first unconsin series.
der coach Dick Bertrand, who York
faced when the two coached in the
"I was extremely pleased with the Eastern Collegiate Athletic AssociaSlay of our defense, particularly tion. Bertrand was 229-104-9 in 12
any Galley and Mike Pikul, and our years at Cornell University, while
goalies," York said. "Garry had an York coached for seven years at
outstanding series (including three Clarkson before coming to BG.
assists in Saturday's 4-4 tie).
"He's a respected coach," York
said. "I think he'll enjoy success at
FERRIS SHOULD offer a stiff Ferris."
opening test for the Falcons, according to York. Last weekend, the BullBERTRAND KNOWS his success
dogs lost, 5-1, at Western Michigan against BG will depend on a solid, allbefore returning home to beat the around performance by his young
Broncos, 5-2.
team.
"I expect Ferris to be a very solid
"We are nowhere near coming into
team and a strong playoff con- our own or even set in our lines or on

defense," Bertrand said. "Last weekend, we did some good things, but we
also had lapses and we showed weaknesses in certain areas.
"Against a team like Bowling
Green, we can't have any lapses because they are league champions.
They had a good recruiting year, and
have size, speed and a good winning
tradition."

and he will decide after the game who
will start tomorrow night's contest.
Defensively, Ferris will be trying
to check Hills, who last year set a
team record with seven assists in 10-4
BG victory at the Ice Arena. In that
contest, Hills helped former Falcon
George McPhee become the all-time
leading scorer in BG history.

BG swept that series with a 4-2 win
Junior center Randy Merrifield the second night. The previous seawill lead the Bulldogs. He turned in son, Ferris won three of the four
three goals and an assist last week games the two teams played. This
against Western Michigan. Senior de- weekend will mark the only two meetfenseman Jim File will lead the Bull- ings between the two teams this seadog blueline corp, and sophomore Rob son.
Hughston will probably start in goal.
He owns a 1.41 goals-against average.
The Falcons hold a 9-5 advantage in
games played between the two teams,
York said that Mike David will and are 6-2 against the Bulldogs in the
start in goal tonight for the Falcons, Ice Arena.

Falcon roundballers
to face early losses
Two disappointing developments
emerged from the first week of basketball practice for Bowling Green's
John Weinert, who is entering his
seventh season as BG's head coach.
After the first couple of practices
went by without incident, Bill Szabo BG's sixth man for much of last
season - announced that he was leaving school. Then, as if that wasn't bad
enough news for Weinert, steady performer D vid Jenkins fractured his
left fibula two days later in practice
and will r ive his ankle in a cast for
two week .
Szabo i 6-foot-6 junior who was a
reserve iorward for the Falcons in his
first tu o years, was contending for a
starting role this season.
"I FEEL it's a mistake for a young
man to leave college, especially in his
junior year," Weinert said. "Bill
played a definite part in our success
last year, and I feel he would play an
equally important role this season."
Szabo averaged 3.8 points and 1.7
rebounds per game last season.
It was diagnosed yesterday that
Jenkins had a chipped fractured left
fibula. He will be in a cast for two
weeks.
"If things go well, he should be able
to begin practicing then. If not, he will
be out an additional seven-to-10
days," BG sports information director Allan Chamberiin said.
Weinert opened uppre-season practice with a squad of 16 players, including 10 returning letter-men and three
freshman. Last Friday was the first
day practices could be held, according to NCAA rules, but the Falcons
were allowed to hold conditioning
drillsprior to holding practice.
THE FALCONS will have six weeks
to prepare for their season. They will
Elay one exhibition game, hosting
aurentian University of Sadbury,
Ont, on Nov. 18. BG opens its 27-game

regular season schedule at Cornell on
Nov. 27.
The Mid-American Conference has
gone to a complete round robin schedule, with each MAC school playing
each other league opponent twice.
The Falcons open their 18-game
league schedule against defending
champion Ball State in Muncie, Ind.,
on Jan. 5.
BG has the best record in the MAC
over the last three years, stringing
together consecutive league records
of 11-5 in 1979-80, and 104 in each of
the last two seasons.
Weinert is optimistic as he enters
the new season.
"They say it's harder to stay on top
than it is to get there," he said. "We
have the best record in the league
over the last three years, and hope to
maintain that distinction this season.
"IF WE stay injury-free and get the
breaks needed to win a league as
balanced as the MAC, we hope we can
move up a notch to an outright
championship. I expect it will be a
typical MAC race, and Ball State is
the team to beat after winning the
league title last year. But I feel good
about our team."
One of the key questions for the
Falcons this year is the condition of 66 junior forward Colin Irish's left
knee. BG's second leading scorer as a
freshman and a sophomore, Irish has
undergone surgery twice on the knee.
He played just four games last year,
and therefore retains junior eligibility.
"Colin looks good to me," Weinert
said. "And he says it feels good, but
with a knee, vou lust never know."
The top returners along with Jenkins and Irish are senior point guard
David Greer, 6-8 forward-center Lamar Jackson and 6-7 forward Bill
Faine. Greer, Jackson and Faine all
started most of last season.

Bowling Green's Perry Braun celebrates a goal on a pass from teammate Qlno Cavalinl (23)
In action from BG's exhibition win over Michigan-Dearborn, earlier this month at the Ice
Arena.

BG News photo/Patrick Sandor

The rivalry continues as BG faces (IT in Toledo
It is a game that needs no pre-game
hype - Bowling Green versus Toledo
says it all.
The rivalry, which dates back to
1919 and that BG leads 26-16-4, continues tomorrow night at the Glass Bowl
in Toledo at 7:30 p.m. The Falcons
dismembered the Rockets, 38-0, last
year at Doyt Perry Field.
The world of sports' best adages
can be used to describe the battle to
take place some 20-odd miles north of
the University. For example, "you
can throw records right out the window for this one" applies all too well
to tomorrow's showdown.
The records show that the Falcons
own a 4-1 mark in the Mid-American
Conference (good for first-place) and
overall, while the Rockets are in sixth
place in the MAC at 3-2, and own a 44
overall record.
Though BG's numbers are a bit

more impressive, the Rockets will, by
no means, be a pushover - especially
when one remembers that UT may
have a bit of a revenge motive coming
in to the game.
May have revenge on their minds?
Consider this: UT coaches have been
walking around with "38-0" shirts on
during the Rockets' practice sessions
this week.
"I DONT think any of us aren't
aware of the rivalry," BG head coach
Denny Stolz said. "Toledo presents
one of the best balanced teams, offensively and defensively, that we have
faced all year."
Yet, the Rockets have had problems
putting the football in the end zone for
six points. Despite being second in the
conference in total offense, UT has
often had to rely on the toe of placekicker Tony Lee for its points.
The Rockets are averaging 18.6

BG-UT SHOWDOWN
Records: The Falcons are 4-1 both Stratton tore ligaments in his knee
overall and in the Mid-American Con- against Northern Illinois. Stratton was
ference, where they are in first place operated on last Monday and his BG
by themselves. The Rockets are 4-3 career is over.
Definitely out for tomorrow's game
overall, and 3-2 in the MAC.
for the Rockets are linebacker Steve
The Series: BG holds a healthy 26-16-4 Hoyt. offensive tackle Jeff Briggs, free
edge in the series that dates bock to safely Alan Lyons, and defensive end
1919. BG won handily last year at Ooyt Bob Beemer. Defensive end Mike Russell, who has played only one complete
Perry Field, 38-0.
game so far, remains highly doubtful.
The Site: Toledo Glass Bowl. Capacity: Questionable because of injuries suf18,500. Kickoff time is set for 7:30 p.m. fered last weekend are defensive end
Dorryl Meadows, offensive gourdInjury Update: The Falcons suffered a /tackle Brian Vehar and tight end
big loss when defensive end larry Steve Schofer.

points per game, while Lee is second
in the conference in scoring with a 6.6
average. He has already booted 11
field goals - including a MAC record
four in last weekend's 16-12 loss to

Lessig plans MAC face-lift as
newly selected league leader
COLUMBUS (AP) - James Lessig, who left his Bowling Green
athletic director's post just last
spring to accept the University of
Kansas' AD position, was named
yesterday as the new commissioner of the Mid-American Conference, replacing Fred Jacoby.
During a news conferece at
which his appointment was announced, Lessig, the MAC'S fourth
commissioner, said he sees a
bright national future for the
"This is a visible, major athletic
conference that deserves a national reputation," Lessig said.
"We may see some teams coming
back to the MAC. The MAC can be
a role model for othere."
LESSIG, 47, a native of Canton,
'Ohio, resigned from his port at

Kansas after only six months with
the school amid an investigation by
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association into allegations of football recruiting penalties.
The Big Eight Conference Jayhawks could face severe penalties
if the NCAA proves the allegations.
But Lessig told the media at the
Press Club of Toledo that he was
not leaving the Lawrence, Kan.,
school because of the investigation.
Lessie's appointment was announced by Glen Driscoll, president of the University of Toledo
and chairman of the MAC Council
of Presidents. Driscoll said Lessig
was one of three finalists for the
job, out of nearly 60 applicants. He
would not name the other finalists.
Jacoby resigned effective Friday
after 11 years as MAC commis-

sioner to become commissioner of
the Southwest Conference.
LESSIG SAID he believes the
MAC should be ranked in the
NCAA's Division I-A in football.
The NCAA reduced the conference's ranking to Division I-AA
during the summer.
Though the higher division includes such schools as Ohio State,
Michigan and Alabama, Lessig
said there are plenty of lesser
powers that the MAC teams could
consistently compete against.
He said one advantage the MAC
has in its dealings with the NCAA is
that the conference's reputation
has not been blemished by a scandal of national proportions.
He said he has no plans to move
the MAC's offices from Columbus
to another city.

Central Michigan.
Both teams offenses are led by
similar signal callers. The Falcons

are paced by freshman Brian Mc- fense was led by defensive coordinaClure, who has completed an impres- tor Dan Simrell. Now, Simrell is in his
sive 67 percent of his passes thus far first season as UT's head coach - but
this season.
by no means is he a stranger to the
BG-UT rivalry.
THE ROCKETS' Jim Kelso - who
"We've only beaten Bowling Green
used to be more of an option-type three times (in 14 games) since I've
quarterback - is the same type of been on the staff at Toledo. No one has
player as McClure since he under- to tell me that," Simrell said. "We
went knee surgery after last season, remember the game last year when
according to Stolz.
we were sitting on top of the world "Statistically, they're certainly that doesn't sit well with us."
both very productive. They're both
This time around, the Falcons are
similar in a lot of ways; in that they sitting on top of the world - and atop
do what they do very well," Stolz said. the MAC standings. If the Rockets are
"He's the toughest (quarterback) to successfully defend their MAC
we've had to prepare for. They were a championship this season, they must
very excellent rushing team a year win tomorrow night's game.
"We still control our own destiny
ago; he's given them Detter balance
in their game this year."
but we have to start winning, beginIn past years, UT's aggressive de- ning with BG," Simrell said.

SPORTS BRIEFS
There are still tickets available for
this weekend's Bowling Green-Ferris
State hockey series at the Ice Arena,
beginning at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Faceoff time is also 7:30 for tomorrow's
contest.
The Bowling Green volleyball team
will host seven other Ohio colleges in
the Bowling Green Invitational, this
weekend, in Anderson Arena. The
tourney will start at 6 p.m. tonight,
and will resume at 10 a.m. tomorrow.
- Joining BG in this weekend's tourney are Akron, Capital, Defiance, Mt.
Saint Joseph, Rio Grande, Toledo and
Youngstown State.
The Falcons take a 9-17 record into
the tourney.
Bowling Green's women's cross
country team will host Western Michigan, Eastern Michigan and Toledo at
the east side of the stadium tomorrow
at 11 a.m.
The Falcons are coming of an out-

standing performance at the Ohio
Intercollegiate meet, last Saturday,
in which BG's Jo Anne Lanciaux won
the event.

his leg on the play.
Mladen Medancic's goal made it 2-1
with assists from Bob Theophilus and
Don Popp. With the assist, Theophilus
became BG's all-time career assist
Bowling Green's men's cross coun- leader. Akron's Matt English tied the
try team will participate in the Cen- score with only 46 seconds left in the
tral Collegiate Championship in West first half.
Lafayette, Ind., this weekend.
BG got the go-ahead goal from Popp
The Falcon harriers placed third in in the second half, but English sent
the Ohio Intercollegiate the game into overtime with his secchampionship, last weekend. BG's ond goal of the match at the 11:54
Chris Koehler broke the tape for the mark of second half.
second straight time at the OIC.
Akron's English was the story in the
overtime period as he scored for the
Bowline Green's soccer team third time with only 1:46 left in the
dropped their third match in a row extra period.
last Wednesday night with a 4-3 overtime loss to Akron.
BG's record now stands at 8-5.
Sigma Chi grabbed the 1982 fraterThe score was tied after the first naty cross country title as they edged
half at 2-2. Akron's Steve Frick got the the Phi Taus, 33-34. Paul Traunero
Zips on the scoreboard first, but BG's was the individual champion with a
Mark Jackson tied the game at the time of 11:09 over the 2.2-mile inter25:40 mark. He was assisted by Mark meral course. There were 60 particiDavis and Brian Yeardley, who broke pants.
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ONE MENZ OPINION
BG-Toledo clash brings out 'crazies9
Two years ago, a carload of rabid
Bowling Green football fans were
merrily heading home after BG's
17-6 victory over Toledo in UT's
Glass Bowl.
Alas, a group of UT fans - still
supportive of their team despite
defeat - were likewise heading
home on the same road. One
Rocket fan in particular made a
habit of methodically waving a UT
pennant outside the passenger's
seat window.
Upon seeing this, the carload of
BG fans - perhaps still a bit
pumped up from the game's
outcome and their indulgence in
some Saturday afternoon spirits was outraged.
At the nearest opportunity which also happened to be the
nearest stoplight - one of the
Falcon supporters burst from the
car, stormed toward his nemesis,
and triumphantly destroyed the UT
pennant in front of a handful of
puzzled onlookers.
AFTER BEATING his chest and
shrieking several unprintable
words at his surprised victim, the
light turned green and the frenzied
Falcon fan returned to his vehicle.
The story doesn't end here,
however, for at the next stoplight it
was UT's turn for retailiation.
After swerving down the road,
jockeying back-and-forth for the
lead position and trading obscene
gestures, the roadster full of
Rockets slammed on its brakes.
The Falcon fan club followed at

doubleheader in Toledo, also two
years ago.
Two Pabst-toting beer-guzzlers
wearing UT hats were going at it
by
full-tUt with a respected BG
Joe Menzer administrative official. Despite an
obvious 15-beer advantage, the two
Sports Editor UT backers were almost no match
for the perfectly straight, usually
well-mannered Falcon backer
when it came to spewing out
close range - much too close.
obnoxious words.
The next time the two groups saw
THIS RIVALRY, although on a
much smaller scale than Ohio
each other was in court, and both
State-Michigan or UCLA-USC, is as
were reportedly much calmer and
better behaved. You see, these
intense as any across the.country.
"I don't think any of us aren't
people weren't - and still aren't to
the best of my knowledge - a bunch
aware of the rivalry," BG head
coach Denny Stolz said. "There's
of raving lunatics.
always a backyard game at every
THEY WERE normal people
school and this is the one for
most of the time - but not on the
weekend of the BG-UT football
Bowling Green. That's why these
are unpredictable games, because
clash. Much like the werewolf who
of such high emotional intensity."
turns against society at the sight of
a full moon, these people begin
Last year's game between the
two teams certainly fit that
foaming at the mouth at first
unpredictable model. The Rockets,
mention of any BG-UT athletic
who went on to win the MAC
encounter.
A fair warning to all those who
championship and upset San Jose
aren't aware: Bowling Green plays
State in the first-ever California
Bowl, came in as heavy favorites.
Toledo in football, beginning at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow night, in the
BG soundly trounced UT, 3W).
Glass Bowl. Not only will these
None of that really matters for
crazy people be on the loose, but
tomorrow's game, though; past
they will have all day to plan
performances mean very little, if
strategy and fortify their souls with
anything.
intoxicating, mind-provoking
And even if one of the teams was
liquids.
coming into the game with an 0-7
It could provide for some
record^ the stands would still be
interesting sights - like the one I
packed with a bunch of loyal
witnessed after a BG-UT baseball
crazies.

Cavs make third coaching change in
one year as Mussleman steps down
CLEVELAND (AP) - The Cleveland Cavaliers changed coaches yesterday for the third time in less than a
year, only eight days before the start
of trie National Basketball Association season.
Bill Musselman, who returned to
the Cavaliers for a second stint as
their head coach in March, resigned
yesterday and was replaced by Tom
Nissalke, who last coached with the
Utah Jazz.
The hiring of Nissalke resulted
from the club's poor showing during
the current exhibition season and a
number of morale problems, said Don
Delaney, who has served as a head
coach and general manager for the
team. Delaney will be an assistant
coach under Nissalke.
"OBVIOUSLY, looking at the exhibition results, there was a problem,"
Delaney aid. "The team was not reacting to the coaching situation."
Delaney started the 1981-82 season
as the Cavaliers' head coach and was
replaced last December by former
Philadelphia 76ers' assistant Chuck
Daly, who signed a three-year contract. Daly, however, was let go in
March in favor of Musselman, who
had also coached the team during a
portion of the previous season.
The instability contributed to the
club's 15-67 record - worst in the NBA
- as the Musselman-led Cavaliers lost
their last 19 games of the season.
Cleveland can tie Philadelphia's NBA
record for consecutive losses by falling to the Boston Celtics in the opener

next Friday.
TEAM OWNER Ted Stepien said
Musselman, who also coached in the
old American Basketball Associaton
and at the college level, would remain
with the team as a scout.
The Cavaliers' preseason has been
marred by several personnel problems. Guard Bobby Wilkerson was
suspended for not running timed wind
spruits; James Silas left camp complaining that management was ignoring his back injury; and Geoff Huston
complained that he was not being
treated like a veteran.
Delaney said the team now hoped to
get Wilkerson and Silas back in camp.
"It's psychological, but that's a
Grt of coaching, Delaney said. "It's
) easy to just suspend somebody.
You've got to tackle the problem."
Nissalke has coached in the NBA
and ABA for a total of 14 years,
including 11 as a head coach. He was
preparing to coach Las Vegas in the
Continental Basketball Association
this season when the call came from
the Cavaliers Wednesday night.
"THIS IS the toughest challenge
I've ever had as a coach," Nissalke
said. "The timing is a problem. The
plus is, we've got good players. My
job is not rebuilding. We want to win
as many games as we can."
Nissalke has coached Utah, Dallas
and San Antonio in the ABA and
Seattle, Houston and Utah in the NBA.
In the 1976-77 season, he guided the
Houston Rockets to a 49-33 record and
was named the NBA Coach of the

TUF Pill SF flfilr I.
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is now accepting
applications for

• GAVEL EDITOR
• OBSIDIAN EDITOR
• BG NEWS EDITOR

Oct. 21-23

" FREE SRC Club Pool Rental to the organization/club/housing unit
with the largest number of participants registered!
Visors will be given to the First 200 entries.
Other prizes donated by Falcon House Sportswear.
For more inlormation
Pick up entry forms at SRC Main Desk
or
200 Eppler South

and other editorial
positions available
effective Spring

no cover- 210 n.inaii^

Applications available
106 University Hall
Deadline: Fri., Nov. 5 p.m.

COME AND RUN FOR GREAT PRIZES!!!

THE

"NEW"

Dixie Electric Co

■fr\

An Entertainment Utility

And

FM 104W.I.O.T.

Year. He was ABA Coach of the Year
in 1972 at Dallas.
Stepien said Harry Weltman, who
was hired last week as the team's new
executive vice president, recommended the coaching change. Weltman, a former ABA executive who
had been working for Warner Amex
Cable in New York, has been given
control of the day-to-day operation of
the Cavaliers and Stepien's regional
cable television system.
"TOM NISSALKE has been coach
of the year in both the ABA and
NBA," Weltman said. "I think Tom
will provide leadership to take this
club to unparalleled heights."
Nissalke said he had reached
agreement on a one-year contract
with the team.
"I wouldn't have wanted two or
three years. I want to make sure I'm
happy with the situation here and
they're happy with me," he said.
Forward Cliff Robinson, who reluctantly signed a five-year contract
with Cleveland last week after the
Cavaliers matched Houston's freeagent offer, said he was surprised by
the sudden change.
"He (Nissalke) said he wants to
meet with us individually," Robinson
said. "I know he has a reputation for
winning, and the team wants to excel."
"The new coach has had more head
coaching experience than any coach
we've had here," said forward Scott
Wedman. "It's better it happened now
than in the middle of the season."

SOME FRATERNITIES
TALK ALOT ABOUT
HISTORY...
...WE'RE MAKING IT.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON INTERNATIONAL
FRATERNITY AND THE ALUMNI OF
ZETA LAMBDA CHAPTER ARE PROUD
TO INTRODUCE:

Present

B.G.S.U. vs. T.U.
Game Bash

THE NEW TEKE

Tonight
CHRIS ALLEN
DONALD C. BAIN
PHILLIP I. BIALECKI
MARK BIGLER
MIKE BOHINC
TIM BRAKE
TODD CARPENTER
STEVE CIUNI
HUGH DALY
TODD DAVIS

We will have the Dixie separated in two halves
each decorated in B.G.'s and T.Cl.'s school colors.
Cheerleaders from both schools will be present.
So come on out and help FM 104 and Dixie
cheer the Falcons on to Victory.

JOHN DVORSACK
AL FABIAN
B.J. FISHER
JOHN GRAY
FRED HEPP
RAY HERPY
BILL HOFFMAN
MIKE JANECEK
STEVE JENKINS
GREG KIEFER

JOHN STACY
RANDY STEPHAN

Admission Only $1.04

MALCOM LAUDER
JON LITZ
NICK LUKAS2EWICZ
VID LUTZ
TIM McNULTY
DOUG MacRAE
TOM MARQUARDT
JOHN MOUCH
MATT MURRAY
TOM NEUHAS

MARK STRONG
MARK SWITALA

KURT NEUMANN
MARK NEWLAND
MANUEL PALOMO
CHRIS PRYOR
EARL RICARDS
SCOTT RUBENSTEIN
JEFF RUDY
JEFF SCHAEFFER
JOHN SCHMIDT
BRUCE SMITH

JOHN VERES
BILL WHITE

And a special thanks to John Paulson Director of Chapter Revitallzation

Doors open at 8:30
THE WINNING TRADITION!

Come Plug Yourself In.

j
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CLASSIFIEDS

Claim)i«d fO!»t or« «k p*€ lin« »1.M minimum. JIKXD TYPI 30c •Ktro pw
od Approximately 25 to 30 spot** p«r tin*.
CAMmiS/CITY IVINTS Idling* tor "on profit public »«rvicr# octtvltMM will b«
m»«il«d OMCI lo- IIM and at regular rcmw lharaahar.
Daodllna for all luting* it 3 dayv before publication al 4:00 p m. Fridoy at
4 p.m it the deadline tor the Tueidoy edition
Clo.iif.ed lormi ore avo.labl. at th. UO Ne-. oMIte. 10* University Kel
THOMAS MORE. CREAM W/BLUE 1
RUST STRIPE. CALL COLLEEN 3721612.
FOUND Womens walch. Em SI
btwn 5th 1 6lh Cal lo desciOe
354 1939

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Od 22. 1982
MATH 096 096
The Moth 095 096 lecture schedule
tor »e wee* ol Ocl 25 28 »
Mon Turn WW Thurs Time
Unit 6 Out 6 Unit 7 Unit 8. 6pm
Unit 7 Umt 8 Unit 9 Unit 9 7pm
The lectures are given in room 330
Math Science ButMng

RIDES
TO t FROM COLUMBUS AREA
(DUBLIN. WRTHNOTN. UPPR
ARLNOTN) OCT. 22-24 «. WILL
HELP WIGAS S CALL 352-5094 OR
3 7 2-4915.

OET INVOiVED-PflE-LAW Sl>
CtETY
The Pre Law sooty w* have a bust
ness meetmg on Tuesday October
26 It win be held *i 114 BA al 7 30
p m Following the meeting w J be a
discussion with Wood County Head
Prosecter
Betty Montogomery-AU
welcome to attend
_______
PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS SIGNUP PROCEtXIRES: EMeclive October
25 the loHowing sign up procedures
w4l apply DECEMBER grads w.ll
sign up on Tuesday Irom 7 30 a m
to 8 00 am lor those schedules
requesting December graduates
MAY grads will sign on Wednesday
Irom 7 30 a m to 8 00 a m S .
w4l be held m the Foiu*n of
SluOent Services Bu4d4ig

2 girls need a ride to/from Cincinnati week-end ol Ocl 22 Will help
with gas. Call 352-4721 or 1523090
^

SERVICES OFFERED

E«perl Tyr>rg
Reasonable Rates
Ca* 352-7305 alter 5pm
MR." O.J. ENTERTAINMENT
Parties Weddings Dances
I 537 8723
Your typing needs ■ prompt
a professional Can 352 401 7

LOST AND FOUND

PERSONAL

Found 10 SCO bttuj fct
describe Call within 4 rwys

Lost at football game: A charm
holder nechlace. has 8 charms and
sentimental value II found please
call 352-3959 Cindy

ALPHA PHI S HERE S A CLUE TO
WHAT S IN STORE FOR YOU
BOO' OID I SCARE YOU'

Lost to/13 in 347 Educ Bldq
I
white windbreaher wforange BGSU
on upper left If found please contact Ddwn 2331 S

Alpha Phis
Tonight s the night to do Soi^- '
fun Matt
SOrry'"

■ OLD LION HEAD CHARM DIAMOND IN MOUTH LOST SAI
OCT 16 BETWEEN STADIUM - I
KREISCHER REWARD CALL J72
3163

ATO CONGRATULATES LORI
SMITH ON BEING ELECTED T"E
ALUMNA CHAIRMAN FOR MO'
TACOS TACOS TACOS
50' EVERY THURS 5-9 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E WOOSTER EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY

FOUND 1 partially grown calico le
male cat Univers-t, ..
campus
Tame houser- ■
be someone s pet Cal. 2121
FROM

TWO WEEKS LEFTMi Make your
Senior portrait
appointment
NOW'" Call THE KEY 372-0086

ST

Congratulations Rhonda on your engagement to Jim' Good kick m the
luture' With love Your S-sler ol Alpha
X.

CONGRATULATIONS DOUG AN0
CHRIS ON YOUR SIGMA CHI DELTA GAMMA LAVALIERING! THE
BROJHERS OF SIGMA ^Hl

BONO FAMILY - NEXT ROAD TRIP
CHER CAN DRIVE I REFUSE TO GO
TO ANOTHER MCDONALDS DRIVE
THROUGH

Customized T Shins A Jerseys tor
your group or organization
Lowest Prices-Fast Delivery.
OH Jam 36S-7011

/VLFtfR

B C - THANKS FOR THE GREA i
WEEKEND" IT ALL STARTED WITH
THE DRIVE SIGNS CROWNS THE
DUFEK DELI AND UDF THERE WAS
ALEXANDERS OTIS THE HORSE
BREEDER HIS KNICKERS ALL THE
OTHERS AND BOB-THEBOUNCER
PLUS THE
MILK
CRATES IT ALL ENDED WITH HUGS
AT GOLD STAR AND GRETERS
THANKS TWEET' LOVE YOU W B

Carl e Betsy. Congratulations on
your pinning. You both are very
special' Get psyched for a greal
weekend when we all go together to
the Toledo-BG game and parly afterwards. Ozzie
CASPER 2 AND 4
WHY DO ALPHA SIG GHOSTS GO
TO AXO DATE PARTIES'" FOR THE
BOOZE
OF COURSE''
Gfc'
WOUND UP FOR A GREAT TIME AT
THE DATE PARTY AND FUN SHOP
RING AT K-MART' LOVE CASPER
I AND 3
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
MON 7 30 9 30

Alpha Phi deld lepresentatiw An . •
We have really enjoyed your -is'i lo
our chapter We nope you naa a good
tune1 Love The Alpha Phi s

Lost Since 10 10 Laryorangr- '
, tlea collarREWARD' Any mfo can 35; ■
even^gs

JACKET

CONGRATULATIONS TO 0EB8IE
KAUNSKY ON YOU CHI—O—D€LT
PINNING TO DALE' WE WISH YOU
BOTH LOADS OF HAPPINESS AND
LOVE LOVE YOUR SISTERS

Alienrock-live from Finders
on Woosler St
3:00 lo 6:00 pm Saturday.

Lost Lad«s Gold Water
al Rec Con—* FlndM ca.1 352 9393
Reward'

SKI

BOB Thanks tor a greal homecoming
weekend Chee O is coming, so lels
do 't eg—n Ton mo who are these
Sigma Alpha Epsaon s7 Love Your
Buddy P S Randy S and Mountain
Dew sneaking upon you are not
invited, however. SC m welcome
activity

MONDAY MADNESS
MONDAY MADNESS
DOMINO'S PIZZA
352-1 U»

353

1355

LOST:

We WISH you the besl ol luck' With
lov«. Your Skiers ot Alpha X. Delta

DAVE DID YOU TELL DAN THAT
ANNETTE HAS A KEY TO YOUR
ROOM NOW CONGRATULATIONS
DAVE 4 ANNETTE ON YOUR KAPP
SIG -ALPHA XI LAVALIERING
Don t Forget to wtsn Happy Birthday
to Cmdy Bashore 372-4391 Gel
psyched Cmdy' Your run and embarrassing moments have just Pegu"
FRIDAv AND SATURDAY AT COL
LEGE STATION-LADIES NIGHT1
8 p m 10 p m
CONDUCTORS
SPECIALS EVERY HOUR ON THE
HOUR 8pm 11 p m LOCATE0 IN
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

BOW.. SCOTT SMITH. CONGRATULATIONS ON THE SUPER JOB
YOU DID IN ORGANIZING HOMECOMING BECAUSE OF YOUR TIRELESS EFFORTS THE KAPPA SIGS
CELEBRATED THEIR 35TH ANNIVERSARY IN TRUE FORM THANKS
FOR A SUPER JOB. THE BROTHERS.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 AM.
10:00 PM
1.800-438-8039

WBQU M.1 FM PRESENTS "UPON
A ROCK" WHICH PROVIDES
THREE HOURS Or IHI HfST IN
CONTEMPORARY CHIVSTIAN MU
SrC EVERV SUNDAV FROM NOON
TO 3 PM IT S MUSIC WITH yEAN
ING ON «OUR CAMPUS RADIO
STATION

Bar Outhery. You're the greatest
big a lime could ever have! You're
so special to me and I love you lots
Hope you have a super weekend-l'll
miss ya. Alpha PM tovs and mine.
LH' Susie

Fund Raomg Committee lor Marvel
■ng QuO Turn m money and rdflk.1
doets to Ch'is as soon as poaaOte
TWO WEEKS LEFT!!! Make your
Senior portrait appointment
NOW"1 Call THE KEY 3?2-0066
GOP RaHv Wood County Airport
Sunday 10 24 82 al 3 P M Ctar
ence J Brown w* be there
GREG. Thank you for one ol the
best years ot my lite Love you.
Sharon.
HAIR UNLIMITED-143 W. WOOSter— 353-3281 Hair care lor men
■nd women at a reasonable price

Happy 201h lo What's-her-name!
(Last time you'll hear il!)
I Love you ■ Silly Me

3526264
Sweet Honey m the Rock m concert
Friday Ocl 22 fi 0 M Grand Ban
room Un.pn Tickets at the door
CHI OS. SOCIAL 0EVIANCE IS THE
THEME. LET'S TAKE IT TO THE
EXTREME' GET PSYCHED SIGMA
CHI'S.
CONGRATULATIONS CINDY BAY
SHORE AND CAROLYN BRADY ON
BEING AXO SUNSHINE PLEDGES
OF THE WEEK YOU BOTH DE
SERVE
IT' LOVE
AXO FALL
PLEDGES
Congratulations to AL FABIAN and
KIM TOUVE on tne-r TKE — A D P'
>i Best wisnes to the both ol
you The Fralers ot the New Tau
Kappa Epseon
Congratulations Annette on your Al
pn.i » Kappa Sig LavaheMig ic Da.e'

SKI STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
COLORADO

HEY BOO JOG II' Carl « com-ng
through so you better walch out or he
win p>n you1 HEV BOO JOO I
gonna get ya il >ou dor t (clap ctapi
watcn out i<i^so'tea stamps and
Clapsi YEAH1 MuchO congranos on
your 0G Alpha S-g p-nnmg We love
you Moiown and ine Homer
HEY MATT - HOPE YOUR 21ST
B-0AV IS A DAY TO REMEMBER
HAPPY B-DAy AND LOVE FROM
MOM DAD MlXfc KEVIN CHPiS
AND KEL
^
Hay Phi Mu's and Alpha Slo/s. Don t
Sit home >OL; il be all aio^e Come to
■ . PI
KAPP'Scn oe"
HEY SlGMA CHI S WE RE O U
BOUND AS SOON ASHALLOtttEN
COMES AROUND IN THfc MAGlC
BUS THE LONG JGURNE* Wt LL
MAKE BEER a COSTUMES IS A_L
WELL TAKE'SEE .A OCT 30TH5 PSYCHED AXO b ELAINE CAR
RIE KFLLi PATTY & BROOKE
HEY TEKES
GtT PSYCHED FOR THE RECEP
'•ON 'ONIGHI AT RAMADA LETS
II OUT OUP NEW BEGINNING
BANG" HEADBOB8S

January 1st - 9th

Trip includes:
•5 days skiing in the Rockies
• 6 nights lodging in the brand new Four Seasons Condos
located at the base of the mountain,
•never ending lesson program
•entry fee paid for nastar races
•Lots & Lots of Parties
New Year's Eve Party
Wine & cheese Party on the slopes
Traditional ■'Progressive" Party
Wild West Welcome Party
and lots more parties!!!
T ^JU-JC^>. 4-1

only $366.00

HO UAO MEMBERS
FORGET THE HALLOA S'. PART^
OCT 30 4 30-7PMWITH fl
PIZZA GET YOUR RSVP TO MAR'
BY OCT 26
HOODED SWEATSHIRTS AND
PANTS. 20 COLORS TO CHOOSE
FROM JEANS N' THINGS S31
RIDGE ST
.

Jayna D Happy 2'si B—Day
Car i wart I ■
Love Your Roomies
June, you're the bast house-mom
Thanks tor keeping us in shape
with your aroebics We love ya! The
Sisters ' Alpha Xi Delia. _
J O W - J B ARE HANDCUFFS A
LEATHER STRAPPS MANDATORY
EQUIPMENT FOR ALL BUSINESS
MAJORS^
KEN BAZYDLO
TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT
LOVE. YOUR 'PURPLE1' PUMPKIN

(Meeting for all who are interested Tuesday
October 26th, 8:30 070 Overman).

K"CD'N"A*P
To aline lun SIGMA NU'S
who win be kidnapped
this Evening- Fire-Up"
The DGs

• Robin Lynn Wagner*" *
Happy Birthday Sweetheart!!
Loire John.
RUSH RUSH RUSH
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
MON 7 30 9 30
RUSSELL'S SWEATS
$10 50
Rec Center Pro Shop
SAE Mourns the breakup ol Joe and
Mike due lo Ihe lacl that the damn
rabbit hveP alter al' (Words cannot
express our goal)
SCOTT BAROWAY HAPPY 1 YEAR'
THANK YOU FOR BRINGING SO
MUCH LOVE AND HAPPINESS INTO
MY LIFE I LOVE YOU POOKIE
MURF XXOO
Sharon Hickey. You are very special
to me. I'm so glad you are my big
I'm looking forward to many greal
times. Phi Mu love and mine. KH
Kit.

Lisa Burkhardt tu honey1 Gat pay
chad the 22nd * coming quick
HopeMy il will be f*e w4d days 4
nighi DZ love and mme Laura P S
In case nothing happens we could
always sue p*ayq»rl

SIGMA—CHI-OMEGA "SOCIAL
DEVIANCE''
SIGMA-CHIOMEQA " SOCIAL DEVIANCE''
SIGMA-CHI-OMEGA
SOCIAL
DEVIANCE" PERFORM:
DONT
CONFORM.

Marketing Club & Phi Delta Thela
present a NEWOLLAH PARTY Ocl
30 ' 30 3 00 NE Commons Open
lo al beer 4 to* S1 00
Marketing Club congratulates Ken
Femburg lor being selected to the
Dean s Advisory Counsel Good
LUCK'
__^__
Mary Jo S Happy 22ncj birthday' Did
you butler the ms<de ol your grilled
cheese today"1 Love Marge and
Martha

Sisters-Get psyched lor OUR
CHEEOMUNGA SHIRTS..purple
and pink looks oh sooo pretty! The
CHI-O Santera
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA

CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA

Sieve and T>m The Pi Kaps are great
and so are you two I really do kke
you REALLY i ao I know that I owe
you I know I m m DEBT Next time
there s a party 1 11 be mere You
BET Love. Suzy P S Yea Phi Mu*

MONDAY MA0NESS
MONDAY MADNESS
DOMINO S PIZZA
352-1539

Student Faculty Happy Hours
Ocl 29 3 6 P M
Holiday Inn Rms 101 & 103
Marwelmg CiuD Members only'
SUSAN. YOUR THE BEST BIO IN
THE WORLD1 THANK YOU FOR
BEING YOU! I LOVE YOU SO MUCH!
LUV. YOUR LITTLE TWEETIE.

MONDAY MADNESS
2 lor 1
Buy any 16' pizza & gel an
identical small pizza FREE
Domino's Pizza

Sweet Hooey n me ROCK HI concert
Fr-day Ocl 22 8 p m Grand Baa
rppm Union Tickets al the door

352 1539

Nancy Andrea Ten a Deo Con
gialuiaions on ;j>"g Kiive vH «>-<-'
ilwiypma Love You' AD^

SIGS

4

PHI

wonde- '"e »":l CM <!*eams II
■ Love me Pn,
v
OUR HANDS HAVE BEEN SLAPPED
BUT WE COULN'T HELP IT WE RESOCIAL DEVIANTS DEVIATE TO
NIGHT SIGMA CHI OMEGA
PHI MUS API KAPPS
PULL ON YOUR P - S OR SLIP ON
YOUR NIGHTIES GET PS-CHED
AND GET WILD FOR 0\t
TMO';
•■ ■
U3LE ^ARTIES'
DONT BE SHY OP BASH^ULl OF
THE GAHMETS lOU WEAR MAKE
IIFLANVL MAKE II GRUBB' OR
'T FREDERICKS IF YOU
DARE'
DONT
FORGET
.OUR
PHI TAU GANG MEMBERS Put on
your leathe' qrac you' cha>ns and
■

CHI

.

(.o«i',,avv cn Sad

PITTS YOURE A SUPER BIG AND
IM GLAD YOURE MINE' YOU
REALLY MAKE PLEDGING WORTH
'■' NNINE
-lEWS

S»GN

UP EH<
lono* ■
■

nave prateri
roqui"'
mfl May graos
Decemoer grads will oegm signing up
irom 7 15am to ; 30 ri -n From
7 JO a m lo 6 00 .1 •
may L- •
. '■■ .
by the organizalionsis)
OA> •,'.■ • •
LIVE BAND-D*NCE
HAPPY HOUR
ALL NIGHT THURSDAY
MONDAY MADNESS
2 lor 1
Buy any 16" pizza & gel an
identical small pizza FREE'
DOMINO S PIZZA

352-1539

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP

SLIP SHINDLER BAND

The Baaoonman makes a special day
The ladies ol trw Phi Mu House would
• inank tne Pledge classes ol
PHI MU AND PHI KAPPA TAU'
: I'aktast Wednesday morning-

NEEWOLLOH
iS COMING
Once m
PHI MU S. ALPHA
KAPPS ''-■ .:"•
me

Take advantage ol our Perm Special
Reg 540 00
Now $30 00 includes cut & conditioner Roman a
Hair Designers Sladtum Ptaza 362
210.'

m a special way' 352-6061

NEEWOLLOH
BE THERE

■

jAvCEfc HAUNTED »-"0USE
OLD KROGER STORE
OCTOBER 22 23 29 4 30
7 00 PM — MIDNIGHT

1

UNDA
HOMECOMING WAS GREAT
THANKS TO YOU THE PAST YEAR
HAS BEEN THE HAPPIEST OF MY
LIFE YOURE THE GREATEST" I
LOVE YOU THANKS SIG EPS ANO
PHI MUS FOR MAKING IT POSSlBLE LOVE-BILL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUDDY! I HOPE
YOUR 20TH IS AS GREAT AS MY
19TH WAS GOOD LUCK ALWAYS
CHfttS

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGEOT BIKES
131 W WOOSTER ST

SKI SALES AND
W WOOSTER ST

352-6264

LADIES OF A 0 PI. YOU ARE THE
NEXT ON OUR LIST. BY A TEKE TO
BE KISSED! COME TO MARKS
AND YOU SHALL SEE. THE NEWEST MAN OF TKE. LOVE THE FRATERS OF THE NEW TAU KAPPA
EPSILON.
Let BG know why your parents are
the beat-Parent ot the Year Award
Essay deadhne Tues Ocl 26- 5pm
Cart UAO 2-2343 lo* more *io

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JIM JOHNSON
YOU RE FINALLY 18' YEAH1
HAVE A GREAT BIRTHDAr AND
MANY MORE' LOVt Mf.

'"HAPPY HOUR'"
NOON TIL NINE MTWTRFS
""HOLIDAY INN"'

X-COONTRY
RENTAL 131

Kimber Rae McGraw,
Happy Birthday Sweetie1 Hope this
will be your Happiest year ever. You
are the best roomie I could ever
have Love ya. Kit Kat

TO JIM FRED S JAKE KAMAKA
ZIS IS WHAT WELL TAKE AS
DANCING CANS WE WILL GO
WATCH OUT AXS WELL STEAL
THE SHOW THANKS ^OR COMING
DOWN FROM THE BiG BLUE &
GOLD MICHIGAN MEN ARL
BEST SO WE RE TOLD WE RE
PSYCHED MARv KELLI S CARRIE
To my lantasi'C Li I Barb Newman I m
so proud to *wwc you lor a little' Gel
psyened lor many ">ore great I
together r Dt-ila Ga-r-ma LiTB it
LO^Sotmne vour B-g Beth
To "iv Mtk? Andrea 1R00) You '
made 1 1 know ■! took ,1 long time but
wt ootr. Know .1 was worth ft <n trie
end Congratulations on gang ac
live" I & L Kanga
TONIGHT
MANAGEMENT CLU8
HAPPY HOURS OCT 22 COLLEGE
STATION 4-7 PM
To ou« very special cook-KATE
Thanks lor an you do to' us ano we
kiv ya' Love The Skater 0' P" Mu
To our wonderful baby lyres-Keep
up ihe good work, because you're
doing great, everyone knows thai
the Alpha Phi pledges are first rale!
Love always. Your P.T's Carol I
Kim P S. Beware ol the 7lh lloor
bathroom and remember that the
union doors lock al 7 00 on Sundays'
To ine Frate'S ol trie New Tau Kappa
Eps-Jon Welcome 10 al IIM■
it s j'eai 10 rtarvi
.nvoivea Also a speoai tnanks to all
.vno helped me A'tn
the *0'" and he'ped md«e Ihe new
feel welcome Y I T B John
Schm.01 Pryianis
T-shirt silk screening. II your nol
gelling your shirts Irom JEANS N
THINGS your probably paying too
much!! Jeans N Things. 531 Ridge

St
TWO WEEKS LEFT'!! Make your
Senior portrait appointment
NOW'" Call THE KEY 372-0086.
WBGU-FM wHI be broadcasting
live Irom Finders on Wooster St.
Saturday Ocl 23 from 1 00 to 6:00
pm. ^_^^^_____-____
ZBT L>ttle Sisters Ye musl beware.
the mad room wreckers are on the
tear although we have lay dormant

lor three years, that * no reason lo
Ihmk ye have nothing to lear. you
shipped our beds, upturned our
chajra. now sometime soon you wil
lal into our snare thou have trashed
our room, now thou ahal encounter
thy doom
Zooter.
Happy 20th Birthday
Your ao C—U—T—E
(giggle, giggle, giggle).
From your neighbors on ninth.
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
CHEEOMUNGA CHEEOMUNGA
Mindy and Dianna formerly ol Hair
Repair, are now tak-ng appointments
al Romans Haar Designers Stadium
Plaza 352-2107
WANTED
Affluent suburban Cleveland couple, lovely home /nsh to adopt newborn Caucasian baby Al expenses
paid Stnctesl confidence (216)
362 27Q3 evenings & weekends
BLACK SWAMP MAGAZINE
a
looking lor writers ol investigative
pieces on issues relevant lo NW
Ohio Humorous how-to s unique
personal experiences of others, interviews with lacmat-ng N W Ohio characters and mdeplh sports and cultural
articles speolicaiy laeOred lor a magazine audience Deedkne lor stories
lor the December issue are to be
turned mlo the Black Swamp mailbox
m the School Ol Journaksm 103
University Hal by November 3

Comer Kitchen, 163 S. Main.
WOMEN NEEDED FOR RESEARCH
PROJECT. NEED NON-SMOKING
DURING AND POST—MCNOPAUSAL WOMEN TO PARTICIPATE.
WILL BE PAID AND REOUIRESSHORT AMOUNT OF TIME. CALL
TAMI, 352-3121
Soft drink sales person and defcvery
drivers wanted for Sanouahy • FindMy
•Fremont areas Apply In person between 8 am & 3 pm 3000 Summit.
Toledo 726 1626

FOR SALE
• 'GARAGE SALE*
225 Clay St Thurs" I0am-4pm
2 washers 1 dryer, gas stove, refrig (reefer side-by-s>de photo paper* some photo equip World book
sel. piano books Pong Atari, books.
bdrm set $ porch swing, etc
Lotts lor sale cal 354 1476. excel
lent condition and University ap[vn.ed
77 Mustang ll. hatch, p b . p s
auto . AM—FM si. 8 track. T-top
see at 311 E Reed 352-6618
Malcrw»g couch & chair.
Good condition, must sel
287 4936
75 Triumph TR-7
Excellent condition
Low mileage
823-5524 or 287 4935

FOR RENT

Desperately need female roommate
Clean apartment Rent negotiable 10
mm Irom campus $ 113 SO monthly
CaU Kim 354-1957

Apt to sublet spring sem One bed
room in Campus Manor Great Loca
hon lor Winter $300 mo plus uttl
Cable TV Cal Ann 352 0083

F rmmt wanted Immediately or neirt
semester Cal Cathy 2-2661 (ask for
typesetting >

Leasing for 2nd Semester
1 or 2 bdrm apts lurn or unfurn
$190 or $220 mo Pendleton Man
agemenl 352-2276 Ml 6pm 352-

F
Rmie
needed
Spr
Sem
S470 sem WD negotiate Call 353
1355
F Roommate Wanted
Spnng Sem $400 Semester & Utik
lies Call 352-3928
F Roommate needed immediately
Apt on Wooster Si Across Irom
Kohl Hall Quiet Cal Juke 3525745
F Roommate Needed
Close to Campus $ 11 7 mo
362-6004 alter 4 00
600 sg loot shop space cement
lloor heat water 362 1229
F RMTE NEEDED FOR 2ND SEM
HAVEN HOUSE APT -LIKE NEW1
Si 25 MO 4 ELEC CALL TAMI

352 6949
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus 2nd and
High Can Erca at 352 4062
2 tm wanted to sublease lurn apt t
blk from camrjus
Spr
SenSi 25 00 mo a elec noui*t<
immedateiy 3534421
2 students needed tor 5 bdrm hse
Sor Sem 319 Pike 1 267 3341
1 m. rmmte. needed for spring
semester $125. per mo. for Haven
House Apt Please Help! 3S2-209O:
George.

0232 or 352 6992 eves
Towne House Apartments
2 bedroom-turn unl urn
long & short leases
5225 00 and up
Rentals 8-7 353 5891
You owe it to yourself 10 check out
Mid Am Manor a Charles Tower Apis
call 352 4380 Sun Thurs 10 30
2 30 352 7361 Mon-Fn
5 00
6 00 pm
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts Avaaable 352
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354 1120
alter 3 00 pm
Grad
students
professionals
looking lor 2nd semester housing9
Consider a My furnished studio 1
bedroom turmshed or unfurnished
apartment It qmet landscaped tut/*
roundmgs just 8 minutes Irom cam
pus Located near two shopping
centers Spring semester renlal applications are now being accepted Cal
352 7245 or vts>t Lamplight Court
Apartments 995 South Ma»n Street
2- bedroom turn apl Heat waler
Cable TV paid parking lot laundry
laciMes $286 mo One opening
now ateo several Spring Semester
openings Cal 352 7182
Fo'est Apartments
Reasonable
rates Jonn Newiove Real Estate

354 2260 or 352 6553

HELP WANTED
ELECTRICIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
(Man $ Woman)
The To»edO Jomt Eieclr-c-ans Ap
prenlicoship and T'jinmg Commitiet
wil be accepting applications toapD'enticeshit; Irom OcloDe'
4
1982 through November 5 1982
Applications wil be available at Locai
Union *8 Meeting Hal 807 Um
Rd Rossiord Ohio mext to inter
slate Lanes) al 10 00 a m Monday
through Friday II you are between
18 and 26 (inclusive) years ol age
(up to 30 tor auahtyng veferanS)
have at least a 10>h grade education
ha/e a maih and science background
and are n good ohys>cal and menial
condition you quatty 10 apply lof saiO
prog/atr, YOU MUST APPLY IN PERSON. An Equal Opportunity Em-

&t!L
OVERSEAS JOBS — Summer yearound Europe S Amer Austraka
Asia
Ail Fields
S500S1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free into
Write UC Box 520H3 Corona Del
Mar CA 92625
Sales ft Sales mgml S1 1 Bilkon Co
H>ghry Motivated individuals needed
to service Toledo ft B G territory
Inlormalional meeling Oct 26th 8
p m MwAm Bank Forreserv Cal
354-1133 alter 7 pm

STUDENTS & FACULTY
We si* nave some n»ce apartments
avattbie Give us ■ ran lor al your
nousmg needs NfcWlOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352 5620
4 UNFURN rooms bath ft Kit pnv
5200 mo 'hd UM Female grad std
01 proless-onal D'ei 352 4235 5 7
pm
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL
DAVID 362 31 10
7 Bdrm turn apt Paid hrat water
cable TV. AfC. Close to campus

1320'mo. 352-123*
Tued of roommates'' En-oy peace ft
quet <n ou' lulv lurnished studio apl
ejgn up now for 2no semester o< lake
advantage ot our Fall specials' Char
«g Cross Apis 101 7 S Ma.n Si

3520590
interested m a very ne>pens<we but
n»ce and convenient private living
space7 Cal 352 0209 late evenmgs
1 BORM APT UNFURN *OU PAY
UTIL
1 VR LEASE
DEP RE
QUIRED $190 MO -*20 S ENTER
PRISE CALL JOHN Jb.: ^764

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLt
E E »:■' HA WiaVaVS I A.N

SELL AVON1 EARN EXTRA DOL
LARS'"Calt Lou Ann 352-8731 Students needed tor weekends
Barlenoers waitresses and lloor
help musl be over 21 No experi
ence necessary Apply at Dixie ElecInc Co during business hours
Weekend breakfast cook, must
have experience Apply In person at

lOM(,|||
;i:ll(l-l 1:0(1 I'M

I'LAYS "lOI' 10"
Hilled (PUMI and 1'ii^nii)

s |.r>( I
HIH.IMMH!

THE DAILY
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
»1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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ACROSS
1 Urgent appeal
4 Part of a car
9 "
walks In
beauty
12 Gainer
13 Playwright Loos
14 MikeorThelma
16 All tied up
17 B.S.A unit
IB Certain canal
19 Desert danger
21 Freshet
22 Arrow poison
23 Fool part
25 Button Gwmnett.
lor one
28 Arctic threats
32 Mother s kinsmen
33 Hyde Park vehicle
34 Pattndromic time
35 English spa
36 AM About Eve
character
37 FDR. imolher
38 Bet
39 01 anger lat
40 Kind ol system
41 Scones
43 Source of light
44 Encumbrance
45 Word with in or
out
46 Billiards shol
49 Incisive

54
55
56
57
56
59
60
61
62

Cultivate
Stone heap
Writer Wiesei
Type Of Shark
Lithe
Thai one Lat
Letters
Acceptances
Marsh ol movie
lame

15
20
2t
24
25
26
27
28
29

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DOWN
God ol ihe Hindu
trinity
Dutch
Song hii by 9
Down
Jargon
JohnMc
lannis star
Christian o'
fashion
Twentieth century
pnenomenon
Portable seat, m
away
West Side Story
lyricist
Hour. Sp.
Redact
Plains. NW
ol Chicago

30
31
33
36
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
50

51
52
53
*A

Fourth in a series
Ko-Ko's weapon
College deg
Jules Verne
character
Hebrew month
Empty
Cat. m Caiama
Former slarot
light opera Petma.
etal
Norwegian
explorer
Amundsen
Goal antelope of
SE Asia
Involve
Extraction
Wallace ol TV
Levanlinekeich
Purpose
Riviera resort
Hostess Mesta
NCO •»
Perennial plant
Red horse
OanistvAmerican
rournalist
1849-1914
Nvimova
Africa S longest
river
Where goiters
meet
m»t

GENERATING
A NEW SPIRIT
Our century of health care service
has provided us with a solid base of
expertise. We are drawing on those
traditions and our commitment to
personalized patient care to
generate anew vitality and
dedication to the future The effort is
conscious and precise; the results
are far-reaching
Through self-examination, our staff
members are realizing renewed pride
in their own abilities and, in turn,
fresh respect for each other. We are
looking at our superior level of

sophistication in equipment,
facilities, and talent; and are once
again realizing that Huron Road
Hospital excels in patient care.
This spirit perpetuates growth, as the
community responds by choosing
our hospital. We are seeking a select
number of nurses to help us maintain
our high standards of
professionalism. Join us, and involve
yourself personally and
professionally in our dynamic
environment

For information on our new wage
structure, we will be on campus
Tuesday, October 26. If you are
unable to attend, please write:
Kathy Hanley, Human Resources
Dept., 13951 Terrace Road,
Cleveland. Ohio 44112.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/H.

HURON
ROAD

II OS PI TAL

Lunchtime rocks with UAO's Rockworld Video. Page/2
Bill Shurk is man behind stacks in music library. Page/3

The Boss in the heartland: Springsteen's 'Nebraska'. Page/7

w.

Leisure • the Arts • Entertainment

EEKENDER
iMagazinel
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BG News photo/Ron Hagler

Walleyball
A game combining the strategy of racquetball and the reflexes
of volleyball has made its appearance in Bowling Green. The
game is called Wallyball — an import from California — it may
soon be the newest fad in games since the hoola-hoop.
Page/4

Union rocks
with video
by Joanne Veto

Paul Mcartney and Eddie Money
were in the Union Wednesday.
Well, not exactly.
Both performers are part of the
videotape presentation UAO bills as
"Rockworld."
The SO-minute tape is shown Monday through Thursday, at 11:00 a.m.
and noon in the Sidedoor, Union.
According to Stephanie White, UAO
Special Events director, Rockworld is
"like an MTV show with commercials."
UAO receives two tapes a month
from Rockworld Productions,
Omaha, Ne., free of charge, White
said.
"The only thing is, we must show
it," she said, emphasizing "must."
White signs an affadavit she sends
back to Rockworld Productions after
toe tape's two-week run is over stating the number of times the tape was
shown, the weeks it was viewed and
how many people saw it.
For a school the size of the University, the people who produce the tapes

say five thousand to ten thousand
students should view each tape, White
said.
"That would be like a football stadium walking through," she added.
Last week, about 800 people saw or
"were exposed" to the tape, White
said.
"I'm not going to pad the numbers
just to keep the tapes coming," she
added.
Special Events committee members set up and run the tape and take
a headcount for the Rockworld affadavit, according to White.
White would like to see SO people at
each show, but said that showing the
same tape 16 times is a problem.
"Personally, I'd want to see it once.
More than that would be hard," she
added.
The tapes feature a variety of artists including Franke and the Knockouts, Heart and the Scottish group
Altered Images.
Future Rockworld shows will spotlight Olivia Newton-John, Janis Joplin, Hall and Oates, Rod Stewart and
Jtezzy Bailey.

BLACK SWAMP
Is looking for writers of:
'fi>&yGJ****'
•Investigative pieces on issues relevant to
N.W. Ohio
•Humorous how-to's

•Unique personal experiences with others
•Interviews with facinating N.W. Ohio characters

•Indepth sports articles
•Cultural articles
Deadline for the December issue is November 3. Stories
should be turned into the Black Swamp mailbox in the School
.of Journalism, 103 University Hall.

n

HE HUTCH
PET SHOP
one of the largest Pet Shops in Ohio

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
•complete line of Freshwater Tropicals and
marine life
•large selection of Exotic Birds
•large inventory of Pet needs
atiels $39.99

reg.

49.99

Return this ad & receive 10% off all
Tropical & Marine fish purchases

high quality, low prices,
Z f2'SZ - professional service
hours:
n

Pm

1011 S. Main
352-8459

Scott promotes
Ethnic Studies

by June Remley

Dr. John Scott began his career in
the arts as a 10-year-old. He was
chosen to portray youthful versions of
Frederick Douglass, George Washington Carver and Booker T. Washington on television and radio.
Now, at 45, Scott is resident-playwright and artistic director of ethnic
Cultural Arts at the University. Leaning back in his chair, Scott crumpled
a Burger King wrapper in one hand
and discussed his role as director
in"For Colored Girls Who Have Considered Suicide/When The Rainbow Is
Enuf," a choreopoem by Ntozake
Shange, to be performed at the Joe E.
Brown Theatre next weekend.
Scott describes the choreopoem as
an emotional catharsis for black
women and women in general.
Most productions of the choreopoem involve only women, but Scott
has Included four men in his production to further illustrate Shange's
message.
"It (the choreopoem) is both an indictment of some of the failings of
men and a plea for change from
men," Scott commented. "The playwright is defining insensitive behavior/'
The choreopoem created some controversy during its run in New York
City, particularly among men,
according to Scott. However, as a
man, Scott said he is not threatened
by "For Colored Girls".
Scott named two reasons for choosing to produce the play. As a director,
he said he said he tries to advance
new plays. "But we have not done a
popular play here for a while, that is,
a play that has received recognition
on Broadway," Scott explained.
The play will also provide major
roles for women, which are fewer
than roles for men in the Univerity
theatre, according to Scott.
Directing is only part of Scott's career. He is also a playwright and
novelist. Scott tugged on his beard,
reflecting on the changes time has
made in his writing.

His early plays, such as "The Alligator Man,'r"f Talk With The Spirits" and "After Work" were short and
focused on individual characters.
Scott described the late '60s and
early 70s as years of social protest in
his work. These plays included "Ride
a Black Horse'' and "Time Turns
Black".
More recent plays like "Karma"
and "Shades" moved toward a more
selective look at black familiesand
were "an attempt to discover how
black people can and should love one
another," Scott explained.

In what he termed his "bizarre period," Scottexplored the "surreal dimensions of blackness" in plays like
"The Zaire Mark" and "The Good
Ship Credit".
In "Rivers of Our Fathers", Scott
explored the issues and problems
faced by several generations of black
men in a particular family. The play
is largely autobiographical, he noted.
Scott's novel, which is still in the
production phase, is also autobiographical. It documents the experiences
of a man who loses his wife and family
in a tragedy.
As a writer of both plays and novels,
Scott explained the differences between the two art forms. Writing
novels does not restrict him to dialogue, as playwriting does, "which is
a restriction I love," Scott added.
However, the novelist may use description and outside dialogue, which
Scott said he enjoys.
He jokingly compared playwriting
to having schizophrenia, explaining
that he must divide himself between
characters as he writes a play.
Whatever his current project, a
favorite part of his career seems to be
working with student theater people.
"The joy I get working with young
people is very vital to my creative
energy as a writer." Scott said. "And
I am grateful to those young people
for feeding my creativity."

MBW your Too Good
At Command Performance!

HAIRSTYLING NOW
COSTS YOU LESS!
(Special Fall '8*
Reduced Prices!)
FltEE styling consultations for own S wommn.
Com* ktsmhow w eon mmko you too* botfrl
Precision haircut w/
shampoo & styling
(Rag. $14)
Shampoo & styling
(Reg. $8)
Ful permanent •
(Reg $35)

SAVE $41

Part'l permanent •
(Rag. $25)
Frosting •
(Rag. $35)
Color highlight •
(Reg S20-S26)
Tinting •
(Rag. $16-$22)

SAVE $71 Now only $W

• Haircut extra

Nowontytm

SAVE $31 Now only $81
(Hot Voders or wet seta: $2 extra)

SAVE $101 Now only $261

SAVE $101 Now only $261
SAVE $81 Now only $16-9211
SAVE $41 Now only $e-$W
(Shorn additional charge for
t>efow-shoulder-lengtri hair)

Command
Performance
The Hairstyling Place
Salon hours: 10-9 M-f, 9-7 Sal. 12-5 Sun Tat 352-6516
1072 N. Main Street
Bowing Green, Onto
Appointments avaJable for perm* & coloring

HtMRYl Smht to for LIMITED TINE ONLY!
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Schurk's library contains unique notes
by Karen Sandstrom

As Bill Schurk bellows into his Lou
Rawls designer telephone, it's a wonder he can think with all of the visual
noise around him.
John, Paul, George and Ringo, Jag§er and Zappa, all looking down from
ie walls. A stand-up promo poster of
Elvis Costello staring out into the
room from behind a camera on a
tripod. Books, pamphlets, albums,
forty-fives, a Clyde McPhatter 45turned-ashtray laying about in such
deliberate disarray you wonder if
Schurk had a cleaning freak for a
mom.
"Good morning good morning good
morning good morning! Yeah, man,
how ya doin? "Schurk pours into the
Shone. He's making plans for a trip to
ie Midwest Popular Culture Associations meeting in Terre Haute, IN.
Schurk is the Sound Recording Archivist at the University Music Library.
"I'm going to give two talks,"he
says, off the phone now. "The first one
is a description of the holdings in the
northwest Ohio area. The second is
with Erail Dansker (professor of
Journalism) and we're gonna do a
talk on World War I songs. Then I'm
going to Witchita and doing a talk on
the history of novelty records."
Novelty records, for the musically
ignorant among us, are records like
"Santa Clause in the Phonograph,"
"laughing records" of days gone by,
and the Henhouse Plus Two featuring
hens singing "In the Mood."
It's easy to feel ignorant in Schurk's
office. After all, you're talking to a
person who has worked in libraries
since he was in high school, has collected albums since the early 1950's
and has a personal collection of
"about 10,000 records."
"Actually, it's not that big. I know
people with thirty- or forty- thousand
records, but I don't buy too much for
myself now because I'm buying for
the library, "Schurk says. "Sometimes I'm torn about my allegiances
when I'm buying-should I buy for
myself or for the library? But of
course, for the library."

Occasionally, Schurk picks up a
record or two for himself, but says "a
lot of what I bought is for function.
Like writing a paper, where I want to
go home and write it, and I want the
record there, at my fingertips. Like
lately I've sot an interest in Led
Zeppelin, so I bought a lot of Zeppelin
albums."
Schurk doesn't pick up his records at
Finders and the Source. You might
say he "goes to the source," though,
for older albums. Salvation Army.
Garage Sales. Flea Markets. No
Debby Harry t-shirts there.
"I grew up going to junk stands.
Shopping with mims in dirty underwear, looking at albums next to urinals,"he says. For this reason, he's
selective about who he takes on his
shopping trips.
"You nave to have staying power,
you have to have patience (to collect
albums)" he says. "I have two good
friends, and that's WHY they're good
friends, because they know why I'm
there.
"Most people know what they're
looking for when they go in, and they
want to flip through, find it and leave.
I go through every record, and say
'hey, I'm sorry' but (his friends) say,
'bey, go ahead, it's o.k.'
"But the whole junk shop scene has
changed. I usually talk to older people
there because they're the ones who
were there when they got the early
albums. Used to be racks and racks of
seventy-eights,. ■ .that's.
Now Schurk goes in a shop with a
checklist of what the library has and
an annual budget of $4,200 for records.
It kinda makes you wonder.
How does one get paid for being
surrounded by a mess (to which the
University President, by the way, was
just introduced and said was "interesting"), go hobnobbing about in junk
stores, uncovering dust-laden copies
of Buddy Holly albums?
It's not that simple. Schurk has a
masters degree in library science,
and has been building the music library since 1967. Presently, the library has about 200,000 albums, some

Bill Schurk

see SCHURK page 7

SPANKY'S

Your after game party place...come cry in your beer or
toast your victory. Dance to the sounds of music with

2 BARS JIM L1EBER 2 FLOORS
Weekly Specials:
Tues. - Dimes For Dames
Wed. - Rock Nite
Thurs. - Sat. Wheel Nite .
Tues.-Sat. Music & Dancing
located in OLD TOWNL at the Southwyck Mall

AIRBORNE
TONIGHT &
SATURDAY
10 pm-2 am

HAPPY HOURS
4-6 pm
9-10 pm
NO COVER CHARGE

When its gotta be pizza
its got to be Pisanello's
and subs too! According
to a BGSU preference
survey, students prefer
Pizza to hamburgers.
According to National
Restaurant Association
tests, Pizza is the better
nutritional value. The
WFAL survey rated
Pisanello's Pizza the
BEST in Bowling Green.
Give us a chance to
create a meal or a snack
for you,and ask about
our party specials.

1 b's

PISCT

203 N. Main.

PHONE 352-5166

[Leisure

BG News photos/Ron Hagler
(above)Jelf Mawhirter, freshman computer science major, spikes the ball past his opponents. Many of
the techniques used in volleyball can be applied to wallyball. (rlght)The walls become a vital part of a
team's strategy during a wallyball match. Ellen Brando, freshman majoring in education, digs a spiAr
deflected off the wall to save a point, (far right)Eileen Sawyer, junior business major, spikes the blue
colored ball over the net during a wallyball game last Tuesday.

iLeisurel

Off the Wall
A game combining the strategy of racquetball and the reflexes
of volleyball has made its appearance in Bowling Green. The
game is called Wallyball — an import from California — it may
soon be the newest fad in games since the hoola-hoop.

ball is out when it hits the ceiling or
Picture this... Sipe sets the ball up when a team hits the ball into the
to Pruitt, backs up into the corner to opposing team's back wall.
give him room. . .Pruitt jumps up,
Basically, it's a pretty easy game
smashes it to Deiken, who whams the and almost anyone can play it," Gosball over the net, only to have Bahr set said. In fact, she led the first
slam it into the back wall for a Sipe wallyball clinic of six people tuesday
last minute win of 15 to 13. The Kar- night with only a little practice and
diac Kids in action once again....
reading about the sport behind her.
Well, they gotta do something on
"Usually, you play with three or
their time off, why not wallyball?
four people on each side," she said.
Wallyball, according to HPER "I've played with six on each side, but
Saduate student Mindy Gosset, is a it gets a little crowded."
ilifomia import sport developed
Players may want to wear kneethere for the rather capitalist purpose pads, like in regular volleyball, and if
of getting people to use racquetball the size of the court is any indication
courts on non-prime time. The sport is of how much contact you'll have with
a hybrid of racquetball and volley- walls and such, a suit of armor may
ball.
be appropriate.
It's only a few years old, and isn't
But the game is all for fun, after all,
exactly catching like wildfire, but and like racquetball (UNLIKE tenGosset and the Student Rec Center nis), you can nave a good time playare trying to promote the sport and ing the first time out with absolutely
hopefully develop intramural teams no risk of hitting your partner with a
in the racquetball off-season.
racquet swinging from the safety rope
Wallyball is played much like vol- on your wrist.
leyball, Gosset said, except that the
So you're ready to challenge Deiken
ball is blue (probably to prevent it and his buddies at something you
from blending in with the walls) and could finally win. The rec center has
players use the walls of the court to Court Two 'specially reserved for
play off of.
wallyballers, and you reserve the
A net is set up in the middle of the court the same way you reserve for
court and scoring is the same as raquetball (by calling 372-2000).
volleyball, that is, the first team to hit
So go for it. Trie strike may be over
15 with a two-point advantage wins. A soon.
by Karen Sandstrom

Board generals direct 'War Games'
by Karen Pence
They sit in a circle facing a figure
who has a neatly drawn map, a small
bag of multi-sided dice, metal figurines, a box of index cards and two
cardboard screens in front of him.
They are ready to experience their
wildest dreams and let their imagination heighten.
They are playing Advanced Dungeons and Dragons, a role-playing
wargame that relies on the imagination of the participants.
Matt Buck and Bill Bain of 812
Offenhauer West, play in their spare
time and have no difficulty finding
other participants.
"Playine Dungeons and Dragons is
a form of escape for me but it's
important not to get too serious," said
Buck, who is the Dungeon Master of
his group. "The real object of the
game is not to achieve any goals or
anything, it's simply to role-play.
People think it's just 'slash and hack',
but it isn't," he added. "There are a
lot of mental challenges."
The Dungeon Master shapes and
maps out the fantasy world. Other
players create characters they will
portray to explore this world and face
its challenges. Participants interact
with their fellow role-players, not as
they would, but as their character
would.

Bain also sees it as a type of escape.
"Most people go to movies or read
books and identify with one of the
characters. Dungeons and Dragons
goes one step further because you can
actually control your character,"
Bain said.
There aren't a lot of things to do
anymore that involve using your
imagination and creativity like this,
but many people get wrong impressions of these games because they are
termed 'war games' and they really
don't know what it's all about," Bain
said.
" 'War' gives a negative connotation, like we're promoting it or somethins, which weVe definitely not. I'm
totally against war," he added.Thus
most players prefer to call themselves 'gamers.
Each participant chooses his own
character ana rolls the dice to determine his amount of strength, intelligence, wisdom, health, dexterity, and
charisma. The Dungeon Master decides what kinds of obstacles and
creatures that the group will meet on
various quests of adventuring.
When a player successfully meets a
challenge he is given experience
do something that you. yourself, could
never possibly do, and... you can act
out your wildest fantasies, he added.

points by the Dungeon Master. These
experience points determine at what
level of mastery the character uses
his skills. There are four major categories of characters: Fighters,
Magic Users, Clerics (who have both
fighting and limited magic user
skills), and Thieves. Each has its own
set of positive and negative abilities.
"The Dungeon Master creates a
medieval world for us to imagine our
characters in and we role-play as our
character would play when faced with
challenges," Bain said.
Philip Moore, who has been playing
for about four years said, "You learn
more by playing. It represents a life
in another world where if your character dies it can be brought back to
life through magic."
"I enjoy playing because I can incorporate myself into my character and
use my mind to meet the challenges
along the way," Moore added.
There are several other kinds of
wargames. Some of these are Bushido, Traveller, Napoleonic and World
War II. Risk and Chess are also
considered wargames.
"Wargames involve strategy and
tactics, said Brian Rader, president
of the Fantasy and Wargaming Society. "Some are board games while
others are role-playing games."

Rader plays on weekends when he
can release his frustrations from the
pressures that have built up during
the week. He usually plays for about a
four-hour time span, but in the past he
has played over eight continuous
hours.
Rader attended Wargaming Conventions in Akron, Detroit and Philadelphia over the past year. At these
meetings, gamers and the manufacturers of these games got together to
discuss new games and to role-play
together.
Handbooks on Dungeons and Dragons are sold at most nobby shops and
can be purchased in the University
bookstore. Mind Games, a new wargame store in Toledo, sells many
different types of gaming reading
material.
"ine rantasy and Wargaming Society was created last year by former
President Tim Green," Rader said.
"We usually get together on Friday's
and everyone is welcome to come,
whether male or female, student or
non-student," he added.
"You can do things you've always
wanted to do without getting into
trouble," Rader said. "It's really a lot
of fun. You can use your character to
do something that you. yourself, could
never possibly do, ana... you can act
out your wildest fantasies, he added.

Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
and UQlversity Theatre present
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CLASSIC GREEK IS NOW SPOKEN AT JACOBSON'S
WHERE FRATERNITY BROTHERS AND SORORITY SISTERS
CAN HAVE OUR CAMPUS TRAOITIONALS PERSONALIZED
From Alpha to Omega, we will personalize our sweaters, shirts, pajamas,
robes, nightshirts, accessories, sheets, towels and other items with
embroidered Greek letters. From our J shops lor young men and women:
Mr. J: Wool/acrylic crew neck sweater. Navy, red, kelly green, grey, yellow, camel,
lavender, forest green, heather blues. S-M-L-XL, $22. Monogram shown, $4.
Miss J: Acrylic crew pullover. Red, navy, yellow, burgundy, cream, white, oxford, kelly,
grape, forest, wedgwood blue, blush. Sizes S-M-L, $18. Monogram shown, $4.
Shoulder tote: Lightweight nylon canvas, zippered compartments, outside pocket,
leather accents, webbing shoulder strap. 16x12x8"D, $69. Monogram shown, $8.

Jacobsoris
Open Thursdays and Fridays til 9:00 p.m.

Franklin Park, Toledo

BLACK WOMEN'S HISTORY
THROUGH MUSIC
A workshop led by members of the group Sweet
Honey in the Rock Friday, October 22, 4:00p.m.,
Amani Room
Sponsored by
Women for Women and The Women's Studies
Dept., Free
SWEET HONEY IN THE ROCK
-IN CONCERT
8:00 p.m., Grand Ballroom Union

FOR COLORED GIRLS WHO HAVE
CONSIDERED SUICIDE/ WHEN THE
RAINBOW IS ENUF
A passionately feminist spellbinder that captures
the inner feeling's of today's Black women and
goes beyond that to achieve its own kind of univcr
sality A poignant, gripping, angry and beautiful
theatre work. Director: Dr. John S. Scott
October 27-30,8:00 p.m.,Joe E. Brown Theatre
Sponsored by Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
and the Theatre Department
Admission: $1.00
■
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Springsteen shines on 'Nebraska*
by Karen Sandstrom

Bruce Springsteen's latest surprise
release, "Nebraska", is a bit like the
stereotypical 1950's girl-next-door;
everybody respected her principals,
but she wasn't much fun.
Nebraska is a solo theme album on
which Springsteen spares the glitter
and the E Street Band to juxtapose 10
ballads about criminals and their
family ties against the folksy strumming of an acoustic guitar and the
whine of a harmonica. A big plus for
the album is that Springsteen stays
within his voice range, and displays
genuinely pleasant vocals.
The songs' heroes are mostly midwest boys gone bad, all of whom come
out looking like victims. The result of
his thematic approach is an intriguing, if disheartening comment on
the tendency of society to write things
off as good or bad, with the only real
annoyance being the factory symbolism that is quickly becoming a
Springsteen cliche.
A problem with Nebraska, though,
is that the melodies are as stark and
simplistic as the Nebraskan countryside on the album cover. Springsteen
seesaws from the delicate luUabye
strumming on the title cut and "Mansions on the Hill" to a slightly faster
Roy Orbison-gone-country on
"Johnny 99" and "State Trooper."
Faster tempo and vivid lyrics in
"Open AD Night," though, are nicely

Motley is the
way to be

He 'spares the glitter ... to
juxtapose 10 ballads about
criminals and their family
ties.The heroes are midwest
boys gone bad.9
reminiscent of the Greetings From boardwalk boy from the East learned
Asbury Park days.
midwestern jargon and lifestyle and
While the album is too depressing to sings about it in a very true, almost
play at parties and too sad to play journalistic style. He even embelwhen you are depressed, it does excel lishes some of his folksy words with a
in what Springsteen always excels in: believable Midwestern drawl. The
Lyrics. Somehow, this 33-year-old theme though, is so serious that with-

out the comic relief of songs like
"Rosalita" or the thoughtful orchestration of "Meeting across the
River," it doesn't function well as
background music. It has to be listened to with a serious ear.
Nebraska is not a "fun" album. It is
serious. And Springsteen, who certainly has earned the right to produce
something other than mind candy for
partiers, is successful at what he
does. In the mean time, the Boss is
hooking up with the E Streeters to
release another album which hopefully will be just as thoughtful but a
little less sad. This album never approaches rock and roll, but is very
successful if approached as it was
intended; an art form on which
Springsteen exploits the medium to
its fullest.

Schurk
catalogued, many not. An entire back
room is filled with the jazz-ethnicclassical recordings that belong to the
College of Musical Arts, but Schurk
prefers popular music.
"I'm open-minded, I guess. One guy
I knew told me I was either the
youngest old fart he knew or the
oldest young fart, I can't remember
which,"he laughs.
"There's very little I don't like. I
can't stand MUCH of Tony Bennett,
but the rock and roll of the fifties, Bill
Haley and Elvis before the war, rockabilly, folk music of the sixties. . .1
like to listen to that."
Aha! Another Elvis freak who gets
paid for it, right? Actually, Schurk's

rather obscure favorite is a singer rock began as an American reaction
named Frank Crummit, from the to the English rock youth explosion in
1900's, who performed in musicals, the early sixties, like the Knickervaudeville and even wrote fight songs bockers, the Seeds.. .but it was never
for Ohio State that are still being called punk rock then. It continued
sung.
into what was softened as 'New
As for music of today, well. . Wave.'and was just termed punk rock
.Schurk remains open-minded about by the cult started up recently."
it, but admits "there's a lot of junk.
He does think that there isn't much
I'm not saying it's all going to be stuff chance of music going totally electrowe consider classics years down the nic, as the group The Human League
line." But Schurk says he likes Elvis predicts and would like.
Costello and the Dire Straights now,
"I think there's got to be more of the
as well as favoring some older music. human element in music. Like they
Schurk makes a solid prediction for said the mellotron would replace evwhat we can expect to hear in the erything. The synthesizer will just be
future:' 'Who knows! The trends go in another tool musicians use."
cycles, like punk rock. The early punk
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OWLING GREEN JAYCEE
HAUNTED HOUSE
DISCOUNT COUPON
'SAVE 50« OFF REG. PRICE

DATE MATE

Video

Dating

Service

Remote Broadcast from
Finder's Records
E. Wootter

PAY ONLY $1.50

|

OLD KROGER
N. MAIN STREET
Oct. 22-23, Oct. 29-30 j
7:00-MIDNIGHT
CHILDREN UNDER 6 MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY AN ADULT.

i

natural
ONE WAY

A

food
NATURE'S MANNA
Healthy Snacks
Food Supplements
• Homemade Breads
15% discount on purchase
when ad is returned
134 East Court
Expires 10/30/82
next door to First Federal Savinqsi 352 • 0236

Mr. Leobu, the
stuff champs
are made of

Come In and Say "DATE MATE" and
Get $1.00 off any regularly priced
Album or Pre-recorded tape
"Become a living volume in our color/sound video
library"
Confidentiality Guarenteed

Sweet Honey in the Rock
with Shirley Johnson, Interpreter for the Hearing Impaired

'" C0uC6rT

Friday,

October 22, 1982
8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom,
Student Union

. Tickets:
: $8.50 General Admission
• free child care provided

!

§

I

Tickets available
at the door
Produced by:
Women for Women

"WE ARE A GROUP OF BLACK WOMEN SINGING. . . BY SINGING I
TOGETHER WE BECOME MORE OURSELVES. WE CREATE THE ADDI- 1
TIONAL SPACE TO BE WHO WE ARE ... WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT §
BEING BLACK PEOPLE AND WOMEN PEOPLE AND SINGING PEOPLE
AND REFLECTING THAT IN OUR WORK"
WVMMMMaWMAIH^^
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JR-

I LOVE YOU
Forever, JR2

BEAT

H
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a new music
nightclub in
Toledo

OPENING
NOV. 3

ilton's

3414 Sylvania between

on main

Your ticket stub from the
following events will entitle
you to one order of
selected appetizers FREE
On Golden Pond
French Lieutenant's Woman
The Wizard of Oz
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
Hockey vs. Ferris State
Freshman Talent Show
UAO Sidedoor Entertainment
Football vs. Toledo
Collegiate Chorale and Collegiates
Jazz Lab Bands
New Music Ensemble
John Sampen Concert
The Menaechmi Production

Secor & Monroe
(419)475-4381
PREPARE FOR

happy hour
noon 'til nine daily
(all night. . . mondoy S thurtday)

live bond - dance
top 40 lite rock
Wednesday thru Saturday

WE HAPPJLY SERVE 19 YR. OLDS
OFFER GOOD SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
104 S. MAIN ST.

354-1232

fowling Or—n

♦SUNDAY - PITCHER NIGHT

> Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
eipert in their field.
i Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

0THFR COURSES AVAILABll
&RF PSYCH & R'O • Mi! - PC*1 ■ UC«> • vAt . TOIfl
MSK1 NMB VOf • F.CFM6 • Flill NPP-RNBDS
SSA1 • PSAl-SA' ACHI.VIMIN'S

I

CillDlys CwilWMttndi
(419) 53S-3701
3550 SECOR RO
TOLEDO OHIO

43606
TEST ««P«*6TI0N
SffCIAllSTSSMCC 1910

Prout Chapel
Donation

!•• u*«"Mt*a *•■< 0»«' OMM
o.H4« »• turn
Oil IK1 mi MIDI 111 ,

8:00 PM
•1.00
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Sunday Liquor Available

♦MONDAY - ROCK NIGHT

» Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.

"HEAVEN or HELL"

♦FRIDAYMEN'S NIGHT

♦SATURDAY
POST GAME
PARTY
Drink Specials

» Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends
» Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full time stiff.
» Complete TEST N TAPE"
facilities lor review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
» Classes taught by skilled
instructors

On Saturday October 23rd 1982
The BGSU Gospel Choir will be
presenting the play

A VERY SPECIAL
WEEKEND at...
Free Admission and
Drink Specials
For the Men

MCATLSATGMAT
SAT ACT DATGRECPA

<

RUSH
$KT Octoberf est
All You Can Eat Spaghetti Dinner
Wed. October 27
All Interested Men Are Invited

Rock Specials All Night

ADMIT ONE
FREE PASS
GOOD THROUGH 11/29/82
BGSCJ
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< This fraternity party is espe:= daily for the men who have
j. decided to delay becoming
■f Greek. It is a second chance
\Z to become a part of the best
| Greek system in the entire
3 Mid-West. Phi Kappa Tau is a
K chance to expand your interJ est and express vour talets. In

s3
f

sports and academics, the Phi CO
3
Taus are among the leaders <
(the parties aren't too bad
either). Remember, you are a
stranger here just once. Consider your future, then become a Phi Tau. See ya'
Wednesday!.
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